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OUR 
PRINCIPAL 
B. W. BROWN, B.A., M.E. 
A DEFINITION OF EDUCATION: 
"It's the process whereby a pupil who must be taught is transformed into a stud ent who teaches himself ... 
You educate yourself or you fall by the wayside". This is the definition of Frederick Gardiner, a man of tremend-
ous energy and great wisdom, former Chairman of the Metropolitan Toronto Council. The realization that one 
must teach himself is one of the secrets of success, in or out of school. O nly when the student realizes tha t he is 
working for himself- not for his teacher--does schooling become real education. If he carries that realization 
into life and tackles each job, not because his boss wants him to, but because he sees an opportunity for himself 
in it, he is almost sure to succeed. The executive of our "Blue and White" have had the experience of working 
on a project, and working hard, not because they had to, but because they wanted to. 
The publication of a yearbook adds a great deal to the "life" of a school. I t gives many pupils an opportunity 
to contribute time and effort, and then it rewards them with the satisfaction that comes from sharing a success. 
I t strengthens worthwhile tradition and motivates scholastic achievement. It helps to make a good school a 
better school. Therefore I wish to congratulate the yearbook staff on the publication of "Blue and White, 1962", 
and, on behalf of the school, thank them fo1· their effort. The senior members of the executive, particularly, and 
the staff advisor are to be complimented on this worthy addition to the long line of "Blue and White" p\lbli-
cations. 
B. W. BROVlN 
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B L UE AN D WH I TE, 1962 
WELCOME BACK 
TEACHING STAFF 
Back Row: Mr. A. C. Brown, Mr. 
Hitchcock, Mr. Bunt, Mr. Sparling, 
Mr. Thomas, Mr. Kinnin, Mr. W. 
Young, Mr. Marchini, Mr. Karcz, Mr. 
M. Young. 
Third Row: Mr. Nighswander, Mr. Low• 
den, Mr. Burr, Mr. Mcleod, Mr. Orr, 
Mr. Sinclair, Mr. Altmeyer, Mr. Saff-
ron, Mr. Parr, Mr. Hugil l, Mr. 
Waddell. 
Second Row: Mr. Krouse, Mr. Curry, 
Mr. Allison, Miu Allison, Miss 
$hillington, Mrs. Waddell, Mrs. Mon· 
ger, Miss Logan, Miss Latimer, Mr. 
Russell, Mr. Hogger!. 
Front Row: Mrs. Mcleod, Miss Hutchin-
son, Miss Robbins, Miss Falls, Miss 
Bergoine, Mr. B. W. Brown, Mrs. 
Clouse, Miss Holler, Miss Skelly, Mrs. 
Lawson, Mrs. O 'Brien. 
Absent: Mrs. Thurgood. 
Welcome back to Walkerville Collegiate, Miss Allison. A former graduate of W.C.I., she went on to study at the 
University of Western Ontario and Ontario College of Education. Miss Allison teaches Social Studies and Physical 
Education. She also did an excellent job coaching the g irls' basketball and track teams. 
Mr. Altmeyer a nd Mr. Thomas came to us from England. The former attended the University of Wales, the 
latter, Sheffield University. They are both doing post graduate work at Wayne State University. Mr. Altmeyer 
teaches Latin, French and Social Studies, while Mr. Thomas teaches French and English. 
Compliments of 
MILAN PHARMACY 
1037 Drouillard Road 
CL 3-4062 
IF BUSY : CALL CL 3-1416 











"DOING LITTLE THINGS WELL IS A STEP 
TOWARD DOING BIG THINGS BETTER" 
A yearbook is comprised of many little things - a photograph, an 
article, an advertisement. Each in itself may seem insignificant to the 
reader, but to the person who took that picture, wrote that article, sold 
that advertisement, it is an accomplishment. If the picture was well-taken, 
the article well-written, the advertisement well-sold, it is an accomplish-
ment worthy of pride. If the picture was blurred, the article boring, the 
advertisement smaller than it should have been, it is an accomplishment 
to learn from. 
From cover to cover, the Blue and White is full of such accomplish-
ments. Each one represents a few minutes' work of one person. This 
person is learning to do little things well. 
We hope that those who have contributed to the 1962 Blue and White 
will take the step that leads them to do big things better. 
------------------------
Our yearbook advisor, Mr. Haggert, with sound advice and good 
guidance, has accompanied us throughout the year's work. Without his 
advice and guidance we would be in a very sorry state indeed. 
Our capable advertising manager, Rick Pillsworth, deserves special 
praise for his successful efforts to expand our income. 
To everyone who worked for. the yearbook this year go thanks for his 
work, for without him there would be no Blue and White. 
To the graduating class go our best wishes for success in the future. May 
this yearbook help you remember your days at Walkervillc. 
To our readers goes the wish that you may enjoy this magazine more 
every time you read it. 
ALAN GOLD 
Editor 
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ELLE:\! EASTO:\~ A ctii•itics A ni1ta11t 
BLUE AND WHITE REPRESENTATIVES 
1962 
I OB-Scott Cowan 
I OC- J udy Hawlett 
lOD Maureen Forbes 
I OE-Robert Marier 
!Of - Fred Gilbert 
I lA- Art Zalev 
11 B- J uanita Fairhurst 
I IC-Sarah Finch 
I ID- Kathy Dool 
Bill Meloche 
l lE-Charles Doherty 
I IF- Pam Spence 
12A Warren Ritchie 
12P. Diana Pekar 
l 2C- Don Larkin 
121) Carol Weeks 
I 2E Lloyd Gilbert 
l 3A Dave Urquhart 
J3B- Gail Bradley 
Carole Fallon 
13C Jean Kalbfleisch 
C I OA- .J enny Leboeuf 
CIOB- Kcn Wilton - Joan ~iksich 
C 11 Annette Gural 
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AGORA 
Back Raw: Ken Copeman, Tim laird, Wayne Pohlman, Wayne Wright, Ken Hawkeswood. 
John Torau, Pete Gieswein, Pam Melburn, Fran Shaw, Nei l Wright, Barry Smith, Charles Meanwell. 
Joan Howison, Cathy Meanwell, Sue Meridith, Cathy Thompson, Jean Thompson, Pat Thompson, Barb Norwood, Janet Fisher, 
Louise Gaskin, B. W. Brown, Bill Moodrey, Lynne Craig, Dave Lawson, Elizabeth Meanwell, John Smith, Janice Wi lkins, Mr. Nigh•· 
wander, Mr. Burr. 
AGORA 
The extra curricular activities of Walkerville arc 
directed by the athletic association and clubs which 
represent specific interests. The Agora correlates the 
different activities and deals with matters of general 
interest. The activities this year have been varied and 
interesting. 
Soon after the start of the school year, the Agora 
got under way and held a very successful GET. 
ACQUAINTED DANCE. 
The H allowe'en Dance brought out more 
witches and ghosts than usual and was fun 
for everyone. 
In the fall the monitor system in the 
cafeteria was rene\\'ed. This has taken the 
load of discipline off the teachers and has 
improved bchavior during the lunch hour. 
Dave Lawson and his social committee 
worked hard to prepare the annual Gam-
blers' Gambol. J anct Fisher and the Art 
Club helped a great deal to make this dance 
a success. 
Dave has also convened the noon dances which 
were held this year for the support of our foster child, 
Constantine Andruopolus of Greece. 
Under the capable direction of John Smith, our 
vice-president, the Graduation dance was a memor-
Page 8 
able occasion for the many graduates and students 
who attended. 
This year we have had many varied assemblies. The 
new system whereby three or four classes put on an 
assembly together, has worked out very well. 
The Honour Society this year has many new mem-
bers who arc recognized for their scholastic and 
athletic and other extra-curricular contributions to 
the school. 
Many students turned out at the annual 
Activities Night held during Easter Holii-
days with a sock hop after the swimming 
and basketball games. Plans arc under way 
for the adoption of school uniforms for the 
girls. We also hope to have a record to 
support the Year Book. It will have record-
ings of such school activities as the orchestra 
and public speaking winners. 
I am most grateful to Mr. Brown and Mr. 
Burr for their advice and guidance, to the 
three convenors: Lynne Craig, Bill Moodrey and Dave 
Lawson and the entire executive for their ideas and 
tremendous co-operation. 
Thanks go to the secretaries Zilda and Shirley. 
To all the students who co-operated in making the 
1961-62 year such a success MANY THANKS. 






RON A NDERSON 
A.4: Bombing around in his 
lork VI. 
P .P .: Girls who talk lo him 
one day and ignore him the 
nex.t. 
Amb.: To own a Sprite with a 
Heoleymill. 
DAVID " Divot" BURR 
App.: Eccchl 
A.-4: Walking B&tty Home, 
Amb.: None 
P .P .: Derf's Driving. 
BILL GALA 
F.S.: "When are you picking 
me up, Morlee?" 
A..4: Alpho, Steve's, ba,ketboll. 
P .D.: Truck 32 (reor). 
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C ARL BELKE 
App.: U,ed Fighter Cop. 
Amb.: To hunt canaries with 
o shotgun. 
P.P.: Guys who call him 
" Bullet." 
BOB CAMPBELL 
App.: 5' l l V2" of red fury. 
F.S.:" You know it, buddy." 
Amb.: 11.C.A.f., R.M.C. 
P.P.: Guys named Wi lton. 
JUDY GARINGER 
App.: Usually 5 past 9. 
F.S.: '1 Next year in 
London ... " 
P.D.: Bed-pan hands. 
Pastim•: Chasing red moons. 
MR. LOWDEN 
TONY BLAKE 
App.: Wild ond Wooly. 
F.S.: " Kosteniuk.,, you bug 
me!" 
A.4: Mr. Burr's Lotin Class. 
Pastime : Studying? 
LYNNE CRAIG 
f .S.: " Hey gongl Guess 
whotl" 
P .0.: Something to do with 
the low, moybe ??? 
Amb.: To gel her B.A. in Ma··· 
P.P.: People who ask her if 
she's going' steady. 
ALAN GOLD 
P .P .: Scurve. 
Amb.: None. 
A.4: 8. & W. 
App. : See above. 
RICK BOYD (H.0 .) 
f.S.: *'It's not what you've 
got, but how you use it." 
A.<4: Breaking in tomorrow's 
big ones (l.S.) 
Amb.: To chug-a-lug o 26'er 
P .. P.: Jailboit and Dave Burr, 




f",P., Grade 13. 
N.N.: " Fergy." 
PETE GIESWEIN 
F.S.: "Can I osk a question?" 
A.4: Alpha, (una ble lo go to 
Steve's), Study. 
Amb.: To requisition the 
family Choriot. 
GRADUATION PICTURES by MEYERS 
ANNE GOREK 
App.: Bubbly. 
F.S.: "Whot ore you 
wearing??" 




A . .f: football, Track, anything 
in skirts. 
HENRY MUENCH 
App. : Toll, Dork ono-Oh, 
w•!!. ">:Ou con',t, win 'em oll. 
F.S.: Hi, love! 
Amb.: To 1toy a bachelorll 
PETE SMITH 
F.S.: "Wonno help me push 
it?" 
P.P.: Cora that use too much 
1101; girl• who flirt too 
much. 
ROBERT HOLLAND 
P .D.: Con artist or convict. 
Amb. : To follow the sun. 
P .P ., lnebrioted virtue, 







App.: The forward look, 
stream- lined. 
F .S.: 118001.e is the only 
answer." 
ART STOYSHIN 
A.4: Football, Codet1, 8.A.A. 
P.P.: Somebody' • foot in hi1 
mouth. 
T .M.: Branded tooth. 
P.T.: Solie. 
GHADUATION PICTUHES by MEYEl!S 
DEAN HOLMES 
N.N.: Dino. 
P .P .: "Six" cylinder automatic. 
P.O., Quack M.D. 
Amb.: To llay ovt after 12 
o 'clock with . , . 
JOE McKEON 
App.: Seldom. 
F.S.: XKE; 300Sl; XK-SS; 
2+ 2; etc. 
ALLEN ROOT 
f .S.: "Get serious." 
P.P.: 4 cylinder VAUXHALLS. 
N.N., ALLY. 
DONNA STROKON 
F.S.: " But daddy ... " 
Amb.: Denti1t. 
P .D.: Still pulling. 
P.P.: Waiting for lellers. 
ED JOHNSTON 
A;,p., Playboy. 
P.O.: To be a count. 
P.P.: George Zeleney. 
ROBERT MEREDITH 
App.: Better than nothing-
maybe. 
Amb.: Playboy Ditch Digger. 
JOHN SMITH 
App.: Wooly. 
A.4: Steve's Fireside Room, 
P.O.: Truck " 32." 
N.N.: Raccoon. 
DAVE URQUHART 
f .S.: "I don't know Sir." 
A.4 : Watching the 3 1toogH. 
Amb.: To kffp my hydro plane 
from turning over. 
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FRANK WALTON 
App.: Oliver Cool. 
F.S.: " You Betl" 
P.O.: Year round lifeguard in 
Hawaii. 
GAIL BRADLEY 
App.: PETITE FIEUR. 
F.S.: "I'm freezing!!" 




F .S.: " It's our row again 
today/' 




A.4: Fvror Fossa (la). 
Amb.: To own a bird cage 
Maser (to gel the T.O. now 
and then). 
LEONARD CHOP 
F.S.: " You better believe it." 
P.O.: Ballet Dancer. 
P.P.: A bottle which contains 
something they coll spirits. 
fl 
CAROLE FALLON 
F.S.: ,.,.Where's my cat?" Ask 
Ricki 
A.4: Discussing life with the 
boys (Pat, Jim, Rick & Bob). 




STUART YOUNG ESQ. 
Amb.: To drive a "Schafee" 
into the pits at "Askin." 





F.S.: "Don't worry, Mai" 
A,4: Pl<!ying my Serbian 
records. , 
PAUL FIELDS 
App.: Monday to Friday at 
eight fifty-nine. 
F.S.: " l•m willing!" 
Amb.: To gel the three dollars 
Ron West owes him. 
GEORGE ZELENEY 
App.: All Japan! 
A.A: Steve's, Alpha. 
P .D.: Truck 32. 
Amb.: Downlown Billiards. 
SHARON COONEY 
App.: No Comment. 




F.S.: " It's the thought that 
counts, so I thoui;!ht I' d 
tell yo' about it." 
Amb.: Pan handler (bed pans). 
GRADUATION PICTURES by MEYERS 
MARY GIBB 
F.S.: " Nothing much." 
P.O.: 8en Cosey'1 private 
nur1e. 
Pastime: Bota ny ouignments. 
JOSEPH LUCIANO 
F.S. : " I' ll drink to thotl " 
P.P. : Giggling. 
N.N.: Yo. 
MERVA MEYERS 
App.: Small but powerfulll 
F.S. : "Ma rriage License? I 
need adoption papers!" 
P.P.: little boys with big 
ideos. 
' SYBLE JOYCE PURTON 
App.: Dig those crazy 
shoulders. 
F.S. "Awk .. . " 
A .A.: Mr. Wien's Art Classes. 
P.O.: Art College. 
DOROTHY JENICH 
F.S.: " Krunchl" 
P.O.: Globe-Trotting in my 
red M. G. 
Amb.: Not to be a housewife. 
MERRY McCONNACHIE 
App.: Alwoys smiling . 
F.S. : " lost summer ... " 
Amb .: The f irst girl at R.M.C. 
MARY MOTT 
App.: He loves me ... He 
loves me not . .. He . . . 
F.S.: " How 'bout !hall " 
P. P.: Girls who work in Grand 
Bend during holidays. 
ANNE RE LICH 
App. : Brown e yes, long brown 
hair. 
P.O.: Who knows? 
Amb.: To vi1it Yugoslavia 
(sometime in the future). 
GRAD UATION PICTURES by MEYERS 
TIMOTHY KRAMER 
P.O.: Making toothpicks from 
brokk drum sticks. 
P.P. : CentipedH in Physics 
lab. 
ELIZABETH MEANWELL 
F.S.: "Ando big kiss for you, 
Sweetie." 
A.4: Holding court. 
BARBARA NORWOOD 
App.: Sugar n' Spice. 
A.4: ChHrleading, G.A.A., 
Head girl, Pep Club. 
Amb.: Only her ha irdreuer 
knows. 
RITA SAVCHETZ 
F.S.: " He y gang, I' ve got a 
real ,curvy one!" 




App.: Tall, dork ond silent. 
P .0 .: Still taking Latin in 
1971 with Mr. Burr. 
DAVID MERRITT 
App.: We can' t all be lucky. 
P.O.: Pronounced miserable for 
life. 
MARLEE PERCIVAL 
App.: Flicker! Flicker! Flickerl 
F.S.: " It's ponytimel" 
A.4: Dancing with Pot; knitt• 
ing for old friendsl Advising 
the lovelorn. 
FAYE STEPHENS 
F.S.: "Ou sucre et de l',pice." 
A,~~~:~ ::,~!i :r:!~ries Perry 
T.M.: A hanky, a cough drop, 
ond o anffze. 
Page 13. 
PAUL ALLSOP 
Amb.: Postmaster General. 
T .M.: Big Blve Pontiac. 
Pastime: Grade 12 Latin. 
P .0.: Hamilton! 
DRAZA CHUK 
App.: Serb. 
F.S.: "I'm for Gordie." 





F.S.: " I'm sorry." 
P.O.: Needling people. 
N.N.: Chicklets. 
Pastime: AOAMant boys. 
MISS HUTCHINSON 
ANN BALDWIN 
F.S.: "Now look, honey." 
P.O.: King George. 
P.P.: Phony affair with Pat. 
N.N.: Baldy. 
SUE CLQl,ISE 
f.S.: "Shi Now look fellas." 
Amb.: To find ovt what Herbie 
looks like. 
T.M.: Mononucleosis. 
N.N.: "Suzie Wong."' 
DON TUPLING 
App.: What. me worry? 
F .S.: " Who? Me?" 
P.P.: Balsdon's noonhovr bvll 
sessions. 
Asset: A holy childhood. 
GRANT R. BALSDON 
App.: Humane. 
f .S.: "You're nutsl" 
Amb.: To become as good as 
I think I am. 
P.P.: Bindl\er & Tvpling. 
ELLEN COPPEL 
t.i~·',,6'.t Boo Booll" 
P.O.: Helping to pvll teeth in 
Toronto. 
Amb.: To find a nice dentist. 
PAT BINDNER 
App.: Better than Balsdon's. 
F.S. : "Not with my chick)" 
A.4: Being Faithful. 
P.O.: A LADY from Massey 
C.I. 
GARY FERLECKI 
A.4: With Lynn Terry at her 
house. 
P.O.: Married to L. T. 
P.P.: A certain girl wha takes 
on hour to do her hair. 
T.M.: Lynn Terry. 





A.4.: Swing in' out with his 
sexy sax Boogie. 
GLORIA KOVAL 
App.: Blonde and curly. 
Asset: Big b lue eyes. 
N.N.: Go-go. 
NANCY MATIJASEVIC 
App.: Well ... 
F.S.: "Am I ever tired." 
P.P.: Jealous people who 
knock Serbs. 
ERNEST PALIY 
F.S.: "Big Deall" 
P.D.: Not passing Grade 13. 
Amb.: To pass Grade 13. 
Postime: Busy doing nothing. 
KEN HAWKESWOOD 
App.: Weiner. 
A.4: Working at Sneider. 
Asset: Boat and Convertible. 
P.P.: Howie's smart remarks. 
ANGUS J. MaclSAAC 
F.S.: "What1s new?" 
Amb. : To be a good old· 
fashioned farmer. 
Asset: Tall (That's all). 




A.4: Paper pushing. 
P .P .: Puellaa. 
WAYNE POHLMAN 
App.: See Blue & White, 
'60-'61. 
Amb.: 5 in 6. 
Asset: Hidden Ta lent. 
GRADUATION PICTURES by MEYERS 
PATRICIA HOWELL 
App.: Ho If-day; Post Grod. 
Amb.: To take over Derf's 
place. 
P .P .: Sailors. 
T .M.: '37 Dodge called the 
~Care Package." 
GERARD MARCOTTE 
A.4: Buying rusty old tar!. 
Amb.: To get ot least 35 in 
Physics. 
Asset: What asset! 
SUE MERLO 
App.: Misty. 
F .S.: "Holy Nickersll" 
P.P.: Days when Tommy's not 
at school. 
GRACE ROBERTSON 
App.: Who needs a comb? 
F.S.: uThat1.s my honey." 
P.D.: Great White Mother. 
Amb.: To teach Indians. 
JEAN KALBFLEISCH 
App.: Fuzzy wu:u.y was a ... 
A.,4: Waiting till five. 
F.S.: " How do you feel?" 
P .0.: Selling .,used" cors. 
LOUISE MARIER 
App.: Rolly Polly. 
F.S.: "Ah, come on .. . 11 
P .D.: Mrs. L. 
Amb.: To lose 20 pounds-
SANDRA MllLINOFF 
App.: 5' 1/2" a lmost1 depend-
ing on the shoes. 








F.S.: "Hove you got your-
ouignment done?" 




A.4: Wre,tling with Pappa 
Paul . 
GEORGE F. ZAJACZ 
P.O.: Sitting in on Engineer's 
Office. 
Auel: 13 years af hard work. 
PAUL FREDERICK SMITH 
App.: Which way did the 
lawnmower 90? 
P.P.: Who knock yellow ve,t. 
JOHN TORAU 
A.4: Orchestra, Cadets, 
R.C.E.M.E., the Spade,. 
P.O.: The Grand River Valley. 
WALTER STREICH 
P.O.: At ea,e. 
Amb.: Grade thirteen. 
P .P.: English. 
MIKE WILTON 
A.4: Making up for late 
nights. 
Amb.: To bowl a 200 game. 
DAN TAPAK 
f.S.: "It's a typographical 
error." 
A.4: Admittance restricted. 
WAYNE WRIGHT 
App.: A,k the guy in the truck. 
f.S.: 11Thot's mighty weak." 
A.4: Football, B.A.A., Agoro, 
1961 SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES 
Assumption University Tuition Scholarship $345.-$450. 
MARTEN BRODSKY, CAROLE INGALLS, 
JAMES SOLTIS 
Ca1ter Scholarship .. .. .. . .. ...... ... . ... ... $60. 
Second Highest aggregate mark in Essex County 
MARTEN BRODSKY 
J. L. McNaughton Scholarship ................ $150. 
CAROLE INGALLS 
Ontario Scholarships (80% ) . . . ... .. ..... ... $400. 
BARBARA BOUGHNER, MARTEN BRODSKY, 
JAMES SOLTIS 
University of Western Ontario Board of 
Governors Scholarship . ... $200. 
BARBARA BOUGHNER 
W. N. Ball Memorial Scholarships $50. each 
CRYSTAL CLAY (History), 
BARBARA COTTON (English), 
SHEILA COWAN (Languages), 
DOUGLAS GORDON (Mathematics), 
KATIE YAMICH (Science). 
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Atkinson Charitable Foundation Bursary ..... $200.-$400. 
KARL FETTER, MARY McLEOD 
Branch 12, Canadian Legion Scholarship.... $500. 
SUSAN NIKANDER 
Credit Union Scholarship Ontario; Windsor 
District; Windsor Teachers . ...... $950. 
BARBARA BOUGHNER 
Delta Kappa Gamma Bursary ..... $100. 
MARLENE WILKINS 
Dominion-Provincial Student-Aid Bursary ... $250.-$500. 
HARLENE ALLCHIN, CAROLE INGALLS, 
MARGARET MACDONALD, MARY McLEOD, 
SUSAN NIKANDER, JAMES SOLTIS 
Essex County Pharmacist Association Bursary .$250. 
ANDREW WEISS 
Junior Achievement Scholarship .. $100. 
GLADYS MANSER 
Silverwood Bursary . $500. for 4 years 
.JOANNE GILLESPIE 
Windsor Ukrainian Credit Union Scholarship .. $100. 
WILLIAM FEDCHUN 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1962 
........... ... ............................ .......................................... 
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
congratulates the 1962 graduating classes of 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
and welcomes your inquiries about continuing your education in any of the 







For information about scholarships, bursaries, student loans, contact: 
THE REGISTRAR, Assumption University of Windsor 




DOMINION FORGE COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF CANMAN INDUSTRIES LTD. WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
• 
t 
President of G.A.A. 
JUDY GARINGER 
The G.A.A. directs all interform sports for girls. Thus the 
election of officers is done by the girls in grades ten to 
thirteen. This year the G.A.A. sold blue sweatshirts and held 
its annual dance for financial support. The members arc to 
be congratulated on their work. Thanks are to be given also 
to our athletic directors, Miss Shillington and Miss Allison. 
MEMBERS: 
President JUDY GARI IGER 
Vice-President LYNNE CRAIG 
Secretary BARB TOR WOOD 
Referees PAT THOMPSON 
Volleyball MARY GIBB, ANN TOPPING 
Basketball JOLYN ZUBER, JEANNE THOMPSON 
Bowling GAYLE LOUNSBURY . 
Swimming BARB WEEKS 
Badminton LAURIE LEVINE 
Tennis FA YE URBAN 
Track LYNNE GLENDON 
G.A.A. 
Second Row: Faye Urban, Lynne Glandon, Jolyn Zuber, Ann Topping, Mory Gibb, Lynne Craig. 
First Row: Miss Shillington, Barb Norwood, Lourie Levine, Barb Weeks, Judy Garinger, Jeanne Thompson, Pot Thompson, Gayle Lounsbury. 
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SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Bock Row: Dione Pekar, Ann Topping, Lynn Woods, Lourie Levine, Joon Romin, Miss Allison, Jeanne Thompson, Susan Rossi, Nadene White, 
Koren Bednarski, Helene Laurin (Manager), 
Front Row: Marilyn lodge, Morlee Percival, Lindo Womack, Mory McGregor, Lynne Glendon, Sondra Knight, Penny Walton. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Although the Senior Girls were not successful, they 
Lricd hard. Lynne Glcndon was the team captain. 
Many thanks to Helene Laurin and Karen Bednarski 
for managing and scorin({. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
This y(•ar the .Junior Team \,as composed mainly 
of grade nine girls. T herefore, we expect a more 
succcssf ul team next year. Ruth Delon~ was the team 
captain. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
Bock Row: Miss Shillinglon, Bev Hill, Pol Coppel, Joyce Motejosevic, Mory Lynn Andeoon, Carol Ashwell, Gail lndzeoski, Polly Green, Joan 
Barrott. 
Front Row: Kathy Thompson, Mory Jeon Stewor1, Ruth De Long, Cathy Meonwell, Judy Hewlett. 
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BOWLING TEAM 
Lorraine Monk, Linda George, Mary Skidmore, Gayle Lounsbury. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING 1961-1962 
BOWLING 
This year's team was small but 
successful. The girls bowled ten-pins 
every Thursday after school at the 
Crescent Lanes. 
The top scorer was Linda George 
and Mary Skidmore was close be-
hind. 
We hope to see more girls out next 
year. 
This year the Swimming Team had a good turnout for Juniors, but very few Seniors. 
Many thanks to Miss Shillington for being an enthusiastic and encouraging coach. 
In the Junior Division the girls captured second place. Ann Topping placed second in breaststroke and Celia 
Hallam placed second in style. Margaret Seaborn and Mary Lynn Anderson placed third and fifth respectively in 
freestyle. Judy Percival and Bev Tovell placed third and fifth respectively in backstroke. 
In the Senior Division Diane \Valker placed second in backstroke and fifth in style. Marilyn Bradley placed 
fourth in breaststroke and Sarah Finch placed second in style. 
SWIMMING TEAM 
Third Row: Darlene Stechy, Miki Paillefer, Donna Tweedell, Mary Lynn Anderson, Eva Kalman, Kathy Cernauskas, Linda Keene, Miss 
Shilli ngton. 
Second Row: Diane Walker, Ann Topping, Sarah Finch, Mary Ann Monk, Penny Walton, Margaret Seaborn, Lindo Rider, Marilyn Bradley, 
Celia Hallam, Judy Percival, Bev Tovell, Marilyn Bradley, Bonnie Rudak, Mary Koteles. 
First Row: Brenda Buchanan, Jane Lowry, Susan Meredith, Cathy Meanwell, Colleen Kennedy, Kerry Sheehy, Susan McKenzie. 
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SENIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row: Judy Goringer, Borb Norwood, Lynne Croi9, Corol Findloy. 
First Row: Dorothy Jenich, Pot Thomp,on, Rito Sovchetz. 
GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
The girls were very co-operative and the schedule ran smoothly. Ten C-D arc lhe winners of the J unior 
School. The Thirteen's arc the winners of the Senior School. The Thirteen's defeated the Ten's for the School 
Championship. 
JUNIOR INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
Second Row: Dione Longly, Morilyn Brodley. 
fi,.t Row: Koren Potrick, Beth Sneddon, Corrie Miles. 
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Standing: Judy Hewlett, Beth Sneddon, Nadene White, Patty Green, Mary Jean Stewart, Mary McGregor, Laurie Levine, Mary Lynn Anderson, 
Kathy Thompson, Cherie Harrison, Faye Urban (Manoger), Miss Allison. 
Kneeling: Lynn Woods, Pauline Ivanoff, Cathy Meanwell, Lynne Glendon, Lynne Craig, Ann Topping, Jeanne Thompson. 
GIRL'S BASKETBALL 
The 1961-1962 Senior Girls' Basketball Team was 
not as successful as the previous year's team. Although 
there were a few players from last year's team, the 
team was composed mainly of grade nine girls. As 
there are only two girls leaving the team, we expect 
a great team next year. 
CHERIE HARRISON (Forward)-Cherie played 
very well this year. We will miss her next year. 
LYNNE CRAIG (Forward)-Lynne will also be 
missed next year, she was a great asset to the team. 
LY NE GLE DON (Forward)-Lynne played 
well as both forward and guard this year. 
CATHY MEANWELL (Forward)-as a new-
comer Cathy did quite well. We expect a. lot from 
her next year. 
9G 
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JEANNE THOMPSON (Guard)-Jeanne was a 
good guard and moved the ball quickly down the 
floor. 
PAULINE IVANOFF (Guard)-Pauline was also 
a newcomer this year. She played with drive and 
determination. 
ANN TOPPING (Guard)-Ann played well and 
we are looking forward to her return next year. 
LYNN WOODS ( Guard ) -Lynn was a good 
guard and always guarded her girl closely. 
The team would like to thank Miss Allison for being 
such a great coach. 
Thanks also to Judy Garinger and Pat Thompson 




BEST 11 E CLASS 
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JUNIOR INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
Second Row: Lindo Fallon, Jane Kenny, Margaret Seaborn, Patty Green, Judy Percival. 
First Row: Janet Green, Karen Gienow, Betty Mooney, Judy Mereshka, Susan MacDonald. 
GIRLS' INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
The Basketball Tournament was well supported by the girls. The Junior Schedule ran \'Cry smoothly. The 
Senior Schedule, although it had a little trouble getting started, finished well. 9I was the Junior Champion, while 
11 A was the Senior and School Champion. 
SENIOR INTERFO~M BASKETBALL 
Second Row: Arlene Hutton, Margaret Wishart, Susan Parr, Fran Jenich. 
ll LUE 
First Raw: Susan Roni, Faye Urban, Cathy Obradovich. 
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BONNIE GOODRICH 





SENIOR- Bonnie Goodrich was runner-up for the Senior Individual Title 
with Barb St. Louis close beh ind her. 
INTERMEDIATE-Karen Bednarski and Lynn Glendon were both 
assets to the team. Between them they piled up a great number of points. 
JUNIOR- Ann Topping was runner-up for the Individual Champion-
ship. The J unior Girls' Relay Team placed first in W.S.S.A. 
W.O.S.S.A. 
The team did quite well in London with these same girls making a fine 
effort. The J unior Girls' Relay Team placed second. 
TRACK 
Bock Row: Sharon Krokos (Ma-
nager), Mo ry Topliffe, Karen 
Bednarski, Jean Kalbfleisch, 
Lynn Glendon, Carol Cowan, 
Judy Kwapi,z, Bonnie Good-
rich, Barb St. Louis, Miss 
Shillington (Coach). 
Front Row: Lynn Woods, Ann 
Topping, Pauline Ivanoff, 
Lynn Terry, Jeanne Thomp-
son, Judy Hewlett. 








"The Right Equipment 
For Every Sport" 
THE MILK EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL 
OF WINDSOR AND ESSEX COUNTY 
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TENNIS 
Third Row: Richard Findley, George Zeleney, Charles Meonwell. 
Second Row: Pete Gieswein, Scott Cowan, Tam Baker, Don Brown. 
First Row: Foye Urban, Laurie Levine, Penny Walton. 
BADMINTON 
\\'alkerville's participation m the W.S.S.A. 
Tennis T ournament was much more en-
couraging this year due Lo the enthusiasm of 
our grade IX students. Faye "Crban success-
fully defended her W.S.S.A. and W.O.S.S.A. 
titles for the third consecuti\'c year. George 
Zcleney and Pete Gieswein reached the finals 
of the W.O.S.S.A. doubles but were defeated 
after a close, hard-fought battle. Penny Wal-
ton and Laurie Levine ,,·ere runners-up m 
the W.S.S.A. Girls' Doubles. 
The enthusiasm for Badminton this year has not been as great as in previous years. However, enough people 
turned out to warrant both a J unior and Senior Team. The tournament will be held in early April. Many thanks 
go to the coachc:.. ~fr. Krause and ~fr. Sparlin~. 
BADMINTON TEAM 
Third Raw: Ion Jenkins, Ross McKenzie, Bob Worthy, David Service, Fred Gilbert, Dave Urquhart. 
Second Row: Dovid Burr, Mory McGregor, Joon Ramin, Lynne Craig, Laurie Levine, Dave Lawson. 
Firit Row: Penny Walton, Marilyn Lodge, Judy Percival, Morlee Percival, Connie Clarkson. 
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Windsor Public Libra 
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CHEERLEADERS 
Louise Gaskin, Janice Wilkins, Saroh Finch, Ruth Fanson, Marg Fletcher, Borb Norwood, Anne Gorek, Marlee Percival. 
CHEERLEADERS 
This year's squad was very successful thanks to the regulars and subs who faithfully attended practices and 
regularly cheered our team to victory. This year they enjoyed the use of new white crew-neck sweaters. The 
captain was Barbara Norwood. Many thanks to Mrs. Lawson for her advice and encouragement. 
SUB CHEERLEADERS 
Linda Flohr, Bonnie Storey, Jane Lowry. 
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BILL GALA 
President 
BOYS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
1961-'62 
The B.A.A. consists of athleles represcnling different sports "ithin lhe 
school. Each member a ids the athletic director and is responsible for 
arranging intermural activities. 
Fina nces are raised by sponsoring dances throu~hout the school year. 
This year an " Injured Players Fund" "as undertaken. 
The B.A.A. wishes to thank all the coaches for their fine work during 
the '61-'62 season. 
8.A.A. 
Back Raw: Jahn Smith, Pete Gieswein, Art Stayshin, Ron David. 
Middle Raw: Ed Kuntz, George Zeleney, Richard Liddell, Bob Punga, Wayne Wright, Woyne Pohlman. 
Fran! Raw: Ion Healey, Jerry Groy, Mr. Allison, Tom Kilpatrick, Tam Tomlinson, Frank llijanic. 
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FOOTBALL 1961-'62 
Standing: Mr. Marchini, Mr. Karcz (Coaches), John McCall (Manager), John Cmar, Phil Kasteniuk, Gerry Kwapisz, John Flett, Cam Ennis, 
Willie Mlacak, John Stevens, Ken Rusling, Jim Gray, John Smith (Tom Kilpatrick' s helmet), Len Chop, Charlie Clark, Willie Palko, Si 
Vacratsis, John Nick.sich, Brian Spooner, Dan Routliffe, Dave Coleman, Sam Ivanoff, Wayne Pohlman, Gerry Grey, Neil Wright (Trainer). 
Kneeling: Ron Shulgan, llill Gala, Wayne Wright, Doug Siuart, Frank llifanic, Bob Punga, Art Stoyshin, Denni, Wachna, Ron David, Ivan 
Soroka. 
1961-'62 FOOTBALL 
This year the "Big Blue" had a very successful season. Through the regular schedule we rolled to four 
victories and two defeats which qualified the powerful Tartans for the playoffs. After a week of intense prepara-
tion on the field and! a bonfire rally on the campus, we beat Corpus Christi in the semi-finals. The following week 
we played Patterson for the city championship but ran up against an inspired team and lost by a twenty-to-one 
score. 
Several players, John Smith, Wayne Wright, Bob Punga, Bill Gala, "Killer" Kilpatrick, D'arcy Van Nest, Art 
Stoyshin, and Frank Ilijanic turned in great seasons and for their fine play Art Stoyshin, Frank Ilijanic and 
"Killer" were named to the All-City team. Although many seasoned veterans are leaving next year, Gerry 
Kwapisz, Ron David, John Cmar, Ron "the bull" Shulgan and others will be back to insure the "Big Blue" of 
another respectable season. 
Many thanks must be given to Mr. Karcz, Mr. Marchini, Mr. Dodson, and Dr. M acLeod for their unselfish 
giving of time and excellent coaching. 
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HO USELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
Back Row: Gordon Won,ch, Bob Anderson, John Hyslop. 
Middle Row: John Niksich, Brion Hoos, Mitch Malach, For bes Blyth, Robert Radigan. 
Front Row: Bernie Decaire, Ken Wilton, Bob Martin, Willie Palko (Captain), John McCall, Rusty Wright, Fred Gilbert. 
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SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
Bock Row: Mr. Soffron, Woyno 
Henderson, Richord Fodor, Tom 
Boker, John Springer, Vick 
Ondejko, Mr. Brown, Mr. Allison. 
Front Row: Poul Dole, Bill Servico, 
George Zelency, Pete Gieswcin, 
John Zdrohol. 
SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
The Senior I3oys' Volleyball team, consisting of George Zcleney, Pete Gieswein, John Zdrahal, Paul Dale, Bill 
Service, and Vick Ondcjko, gave Mr. Saffran, their coach, his first W.S.S.A. and W.O.S.S.A. championship. Was 
he ever happy! The boys won the W.O.S.S.A. title by defeating London South, 15-3 and 15-4 and Herman 
15-13, 9-15, 15-13. Ready for replacement duty \\Crc Wayne Henderson, Tom Baker and John Sprin~cr. The 
team would like to thank Mr. Saffran for the confidence he gave and the fine coaching he displayed during the 
season. 
BOYS' TRACK 1960-'61 
Bock Row: Vern Smith, Do n Movenick, Don Gordner, Jim McTovish, Rick Klinck, Silos Vocrotsis. 
Second Row: Bill Mlocok, Bob Dofoe, Alon Toy lor, Worren Wright, Mike Wilton, Guilio Ro .. i, Tom Jomes, Bob Sneddon, Ernie Clifton. 
Third Row: Bob Stewart, Miko Dewor, Stewort Mcleod, Richord Shonboum, Richard Finley, Danny Josin, Gory Fairthorne, Bob Martin, 
Richard Liddell. 
Fourth Row: Jim Groy, Ivan Soroko, Don Routliffe, Gary Ferlecki, Mr. Allison, Bill Gala, John Smith, Gerry Kwopisz, Frank llijonic. 
WERNERS SHOES 
We now carry Senior Boys Shoes $5.95 to 9.95 
Running Shoes, Blue a nd White $1 .98 to $4.95 
VISIT OUR STORE 
1582 Wyandotte Street East CL 6-6544 
BLUE AND WHT'l'E, 1962 
Compliments of 
PICKARDS Sc to $1.00 STORES 
LIMITED 
1337 Tecumseh Road East CL 3-4412 
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THE SCHOOL GOLF TEAM 
left to right: Mr. Saffron, Mike 
Nenadovich, Wayne Hender-
son, Bob Meredith, Earl 
Dafoe, Bob Sneddon. 
In the fall many of the boys of Walkerville head to the golf courses after school with Mr. Saffran to qualify 
for the golf team. The five low qualifiers are then put on the team to compete in the inter-school golf tourna-
ment. This year's participants were Bob Sneddon, Mike Nenadovich, Earl Dafoe, Bob Meredith and Wayne 
Henderson. The team finished fourth in a field of eight schools in the tournament. It was a young team con-
sisting of mostly grade elevens and twelves and with the younger players coming up we should be able to put 
a top running team in the tournament within the next year or two. 
SOCCER 
Back Row: Mr. William Young, Walter Streich, Richard Simpson, Roland Christen, Gunter Hammermei1ter, Don Brown, Joe Stomp, Ross 
McKenzie, Don Mavinic1 Ed Tremaine, Kurt Liegman, Gary Ferlecki. 
Front Row: Taras Toroshenko, Dave Lawson, John Vacrotsis, Arif Hasnoin, Jack Roger, Dove Service, Charles Doherty, Dave Burr, John 
Mahon. 
SOCCER 
This year's soccer team completed the regular season in fourth place, one point ahead of Patterson. They 
finished with three wins, from Massey, Lowe, and Commerce, two losses, to Kennedy and Patterson, and a 
tie with Herman. 
This is the third year the boys have been kept out of the finals, but they look forward to more success next 
year. The team was ably coached by Mr. William Young, who hopes a few more boys will participate next 
season. 
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JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBAll TEAM 
Back Row: Mr. Korc_z, Mr. Allison, Ron Shulgon, Doug Stewart, Rick liddell, Joe Zipporoni, Cam Innis, Neil Wright, Charles Clark, William 
Palko, B. W. Brown. 
Front Row: Jim Fletcher, Bruce Goodbrond, John Elcombe, Don Brown, William Maloch, Bob Stuart, John Vocrotsis. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
The junior team meL wiLh success again this year and extended coach Karcz's winning streak to 47 regular 
and playoff games. The juniors captured the W.S.S.A. and W.O.S.S.A. crowns handily for the fourth year in a 
row defeating Kennedy Juniors and London Beck (39-20) . Thanks arc to be extended to Mr. Karcz and to 
Willie Palko. A fine first string led by Bruce Goodbrand, "Scoop" Elcombc, Willie Malach, Bob Stuart, and 
Captain Don Brnwn was supplemented by a strong second string of Ron Shulgan, Charlie Clark, Doug Stewart, 
Richard Liddell and Joe Zipparoni. Best wishes go to Mr. Karcz for next season. Returning next year wilJ be: 




Bock Row: Richard l iddell, John 
Curry, Barry Smith, John 
Gouthier, Scott Cowo n, Ion 
Hooley, Bob Stewart, Eric 
Kehl, Mike Wilton, John 
Stein, Vern Smith. 
Front Row: Guilio Rossi, Miko 
McKillop, Stewart Mcleod, 
Richard Finley, Charlie Mean· 
well, Dove Goodbrond. 
The cross country team this year had an excellent turn-out, with many nc" members coming from grades 
nine and tc·n. Frank \'\'alton, Guilio Rossi, Ian Hooley, Mike McKillop, and Vern Smith made up the first 
Harrier squad. Thcr placed third in W.S.S.A. competition while the second team placed second in their race. 
The team was under the command of ~fr. Ian Allison, \\ho hopes to imprO\·e the cross country team next 
year, and will welcome all new members. 
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BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 1961-'62 
Back Row: John Gouthier, Paul Corbett, Bob Anderson, Tom Sprague, Bill Nicholl, Guido Von Rosenthal, Mr. Orr (Coach). 
Diving Board: Jim Young, Gary Gibson, Ion Hooley, Richard Finley, Mike Nenadovich, Previn Anderson. 
Kneeling, Mike McKillop, Barry Smith, Jamie Holland. 
Front Row Sitting: Scott Cowan, John Curry, Richard Easton, Douglas Green. 
JUNIOR "B" 1961-1962 
Back Row: Glenn Gray, Wayne Sutherland, Bob McArthur, Paul Shulgan. 
Middle Row: Doug Edwards, Kim Graybiel, Art Lyon, Don Morgan, Jim Ashwell. 
Front Row: Brian Spooner, Richard Finley, Jim Fletcher, Mr. Kinnin, John Vacratsis, Jay Haddad. 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1962 
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Left to Right, Ron 
David, Lloyd Gil-
bert, Ron Reardon, 
Bill Service, Mr. 
Allison, Gerry Kw-
apin, Bab McMill-
an, Bob Sneddon, 
Bob Dafoe, Bill 
Galo. 
Centre: John Palko, 
John Mahon, Bill 
Meloche. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
T his season, the senior boys' team failed to qualify for the \\'.S.S .. \. Plaroffs. The Tartans' campaign should 
not be termed a failure, however, as the four losses they suffered were each by two points, except our Joss to 
Kennedy by three points. This year's quintet was captained by Bill Gala and Ron David. 
Our games were highlighted b)• the ball-handling of Ron Da\'id, the rebounding and fast-breaking of Bill Gala, 
and the consistent scoring of John Zdrahal. 
Next year will sec the same team returnin~ to the courts, the only exception bein~ Bill Gala. 
The senior boys' team would like to ~i,·e their thanks for the students· loyal support. 
left to Right: Com Innes, Ed Kuntz, Bob Macleod, Bryon Keen. 
WALKERVILLE CURLING TEAM 
The members of this )Car's team were Bryan Keen, 
Bob MacLeod, Cam Innes, and Ed Kuntz. The team 
travelled to the W.0.S.S.A. tournament in Stratford 
on Februarv 23, but unfo1 tunatclv lost to a team from 
Wingham. ' ' 














THE GANG - 1 OF 
T ony H. 
Pauline I. 







Doreen M . 
Joanne M. 
Paulette M. 









~faril \\' . 
Rusty "W" .J .\\'. 
Donna 
Telephone Cl 3-81 11 
DIXON'S Sc TO $5.00 LTD. 
Dry Goods - Yard Goods 
Men' , Wear · ladies' Wear · Babie.s' Wear · Coimetk, 
Hardware · School Supplies · Toys • Candy 
" WE HAVE 4,000 ITEMS" 
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PLASTERING CONTRACTOR 
PLASTERING REPAIRS A SPECIALTY 
Phone WH 5-8540 
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College Militoire Royol de Soint-Jeon, 
Saint-Jeon, P.Q. 
Royol Roods, Victoria, B.C. 
A strong sense of duty, readiness to accept 
responsibil ity and the ability to lead ... 
arc some of the qualities required of an 
officer in Canada's Armed Forces. The de-
velopment of these leadership qualities in 
this modern age demands the best in educa-
tion and training. 
The Department of National Defence will 
sponsor, through the Regular Officer Train-
ing Plan (ROTP), a selected number of 
qualified high school graduates to obtain an 
education through the Canadian Services 
Colleges or through most Canadian univer-
sities, leading to a university degree and 
the Queen's Commission. This training pre-
pares cadets for a career as officers in their 
chosen service, the Royal Canadian Navy, 
the Canadian Army or the Royal Canadian 
Air Force. 
There is also a limited entry for those who 
would choose to obtain higher education at 
the Canadian Services Colleges at their own 
expense, and serve after graduation as officers 




Full details concerning the Regular Officer Training Plan, or entry into the 
Ca11adia11 Services Colleges, as a Resene cadet, can be obtained without 
obligation from your nearest Canadian Armed Forces Recruiting Centre or 
by writing to the Director ROTP, Department of National Defence, Otrawa, 
Omario. Closing date for candidates applying for 1962 FALl- CLASSES is 
1 July, 1962. 
REGULAR OFFICER TRAINING PLAN 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
TO THE INSTRUCTORS, 
OFFICERS, AND CADETS 
OF THE w.c.r. CADET CORPS 
In these days of world tension, it is not hard to realize the 
importance of the Armed Forces in Canada. Being prepared, 
is still the safest way of keeping the enemy away from one's 
doorstep. But how many of us think of cadet training as 
anything more than monotonous routine that must be followed 
in school? I believe that a knowledge of the history of the 
cadet movement will arouse more pride and self-assurance in 
the young men of W alkerville Collegiate. 
The Militia Bill of 1862 authorized "Associations for the 
Purpose of D rill." These Associations were composed of Pro-
fessors, Masters and pupils of Universities, Schools and other 
public institutions. In the schools, these Associations were the 
beginnings of the present Royal Canadian Army Cadet Corps. 
The designation "Cadet Corps" replaced that of "Drill 
Associations" in 1898. 
In 1909, Lord Strathcona, who was at that time High Com-
missioner for Canada in Great Britain, became interested in 
promoting cadet training in Canadian schools. H is views and 
proposals became the basis for the Constitution of the Strath-
cona Trust, an important factor in the development of cadet 
training in Canada. 
The aims of the Strathcona Trust were not designed to be 
used to introduce a system of compulsory military training, but 
to foster military drill and rifle shooting, to teach patriotism 
and that the first duty of a free citizen is to prepare to defend 
his country. 
From the year 1912 until the end of the War 1914-1918, the 
cadet movement in Canada thrived. At the close of 1918 there 
were over 64,000 cadets enrolled, and upwards of 40,000 
ex-cadets had voluntarily enlisted to ser,;e their country in the 
war just ended. 
In 1942 the title "Royal" was conferred by H is Majesty 
King George VI and the designation Royal Canadian Army 
Cadets. 
During the period 1942-1945 there were 124,000 voluntary 
enlistments of former Army Cadets in the Navy, Army, Air 
Force and Merchant Marine of Canada. 
In 1948 new regulations established a closer control between 
the army and cadets generally. T he training of cadets was 
closely allied to the requirements for the Canadian Army 
(Militia). 
The history of the Cadet Movement in Canada is still being 
made. The present generation of cadets is witnessing changes 
that will be recorded in history. 
Thank you for your wonderful co-operation and I know that 
everyone is proud of his present Cadet Corps. 
C/Lt.-Col. JOHN G. TORAU 
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CADET OFFICERS 
Front Row, Fronk Wolton, Art Stoyshun, John Smith, John Torou, Woyne Beneteou, Bill Nicholl, Bill Service. 
Middle Row: Gary Dowdell, John Pelton, Ross Mackenzie, John Gauthier, Dave Service, Tom Saker, Arthur Zalev, Dave Goodbrond, Tim 
Laird. 
Sack Row: Don Gardner, Ed Zusko, Charlie Clark, Richard Liddell, Barry Smith, J im Brien, Frank lin Hough, Richard Slake, Gary Waterman. 
1086, WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE CADET OFFICERS 
The command ing officer of our Batallion is Cadet Lt / Col. J ohn Torau, his 2/ C Cadet Major John Smith and 
the Adjutant is Wayne Benetcau. 
The officers are looking toward the first of May when they can present their girl friends at the Military Ball. 
The Military Ball is preceded by the annual M ess Dinner. 
At present all the officers are interested in making the Inspection and Military Ball a big success. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR N.C.0.'s 
The sound of marching and the voice of command 
have predominated in the halls each Wednesday night 
when the officers taught basic army drill and the pre-
requisites of leadership to the interested Grade 9 or 




U nder the able direction of Mr. Young, cadets from 
our school have been trained in elementary first aid. 
The classes have taken place in Room 228 each Thurs-
day at 3 : 30 and we hope many others will avail them-
selves of this course next year' . 
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WINNING RIFLE TEAM 
Standing: Don Rautliffe, Mr. B. W. Brown, Sodiq Hasnain. 
Kneeling: Gary Ferlecki, Jim Lamb, Gary Dowdell, Terry Edwards, Danny Josin, Norm Jacques. 
TRUMPET BAND 
The J 96 1-1962 Walkervillc Collegiate Cadet Corps 
Trumpet Band has a~ain formed and found new 
memhers among the Grade 9 boys. Training on valve 
trumpets and drums has been carried on weekly under 
the direction of ~fr. A. C. Brown. A band of 28 in 
the traditional red tunics, Brian Hornick in charge, is 
expected for the annual inspection. 
GRANT & MINGA Y 
INSURANCE LIMITED 
1369 Ouellette Windsor, Ontario 




This year's Pipe Band continues to uphold its tra-
dition as one of the most colourful marching units of 
the \\'alken ille Collcg;iate Cadet Corps. Guided by 
the true and faithful training of J ock Copeland, 
M.B.E., it weaves new members into its ranks to 
compensate for the loss of boys through graduation. 
Both drummers and pipers arc practisin~ for the 
coming inspection and they "ill prc~ent, as always, 





































Under the able leadership of Mr. Nighswander, M r. 
Bunt, and Mr. M archini, the school's senior team has 
won the Windsor Junior Rifle Championship. I t was 
the first time we have won it in 13 years. Congratula-
tions to the rifle team. 
SCORES: 
N. JACQ UES, J. LAMB - 97 
G. FERLECKI - 96 
D. JOSIN - 95 
T. EDWARDS, G. DOWDELL - 92 
NO. 2 RIFLE TEAM 
Bock Row: Mr. Nighswander, 
Sadiq Hosnoin, Kurt leigmon, 
Terry Edwa rds, Gory Ferlecki, 
Mr. Morch ini, John Adams, 
Donny Jasin, Bruce Edwards, 
Robert Ch icilo, Mr. Bunt. 
Front Row: Gory Dowdell, Ivon 
Soroka, Ji m Lomb, Normon 
Jacques. 
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NO. 1 RIFLE TEAM 
Back Row: Mr. Nighswander, 
Paul Merklinger, Rick Pills-
worth, Ted Tupling, Doug 
lodore, Mr. Marchini, Roy 
Bentley, Tony Stephens, Gord 
Mcloughlin, Don Routliffe , 
Mr. Bunt. 
Kneeling: Ed Zusko, Dave Cock-
erham, Sidney Girling, Ken 
Dowdell. 
11 D 
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SIGNALLING CORPS 
Each lunch hour boys have been taught 
Morse Code by Mr. Hitchcock, who has been 
the instructor for many years. The boys now 
ha\"c been working their way into radio sets 
and arc often seen practising in the halls. Mr. 
Hitchcock would apprecia le more Grade 9 
and 10 boys next year. 
CADET INSPECTION 1961 
Last year, as always, our cadet inspection 
was a great success under the command of 
Cadet Lt./Col. G. Service and his fellow 
officers. Cong-ratulations should be gi,·en to 
Mr. Allison for his much needed instruction 
and also to the other instructors. 
Different from other years were the exer-
cises done in a body and also the rifle calis-
thcnics. The Trumpet and Pipe Bands also 
excelled in their playing. The First Aid 
Squad, the Sii,'llal Corps, the Officers, and 
the other ranks all deserve the congratulations 
of their school. 
The inspecting officer was Lt./ Col. .J. A. 
Baxter, C.D. of the Essex and Kent Scottish, 
who greatly praised our corps. 
Walkcrville Collegiate Institute students 
should be proud of their cadet corps. 
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SIGNALS 
Kneeling: Kim Graybiel, Jim 
Fletcher, Jay Haddad. 
Seated: Tam Tanner. 
left Side: Jim Bartko, Donald 
Abrash, Richard Simpson, 
Ricky Bowey. 
Right Side: Alan Magda, Gerry 
lancop, Tony Stephens, Jim 
Kalyn, Ralph Thomas, Mr. 
Hitchcock. 
TECHNICAL SQUADRON 
R. C . E. M . E. 
KILDARE ROAD ARMOURY 
(S.W. & A. Building - opposite Stodgell Park) 
PARADES-MONDAY and THURSDAY 
ORDERLY ROOM 
CL 3-9900 
-t? TRADES TRAINING 
-t? DRIVER TRAINING 
-t? NATIONAL SURVIVAL 
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TRUMPET BAND 
Front Row, Stuort Bowden, Tim Lomberton, Neil Wright, Don Kenny, Brion Hornick, Brian Spooner, Freel Veghelyi, Pete Starnichuk, Frank 
Anderson. 
Second Row, Lloyd Grahame, Ran Deziel, Wayne Richie, Brian Mepham, Bob Saunders, Tom Sprague, Dale Young, Bill Sinclair. 
Third Raw, Mr. A. C. Brown, Bob Truscott, Peter Dannychuck, Rou MacDonald, Zolton Veghelyi. 
Back Raw, Ron Wilkins, Terry Tanner. 
PIPE BAND 
Back Row , Glen Gray, Jim Brown, Ken Wilton, Ion Grant, Tim Mcleod. 
Front Row, Paul Smith, Steve Kasun, Mark Moncur, Jock Copeland, M.B.E., George Kidd, Charles Meanwell, Warren Richie. 
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Senior Public Speaking Winner.1 
Dl/\~E WALKER and BRIAN SPOONER 
Junior Public Speakin{! Wi1111cr.1 
CATH MEA~WELL and KIM GRAYBIEL 
------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - ------------- -
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Congratulations to all those students who spent a great amount of time preparing, learning and polishing 
their speeches. The speeches were of a very high calibre this year. In the senior school the l\\'O winners \I ere 
Brian Spooner and Diane Walker. Brian entertained the audiences with an interesting and original speech on 
"Nothing." I le went on to win in the Eastern Division of the city. Diane spoke on "The Evil Tree, Communism" 
and came second in the Eastern City Division. 
The junior winners were Gath Meanwell and Kim Graybicl, both gracle 9 students. Cath spoke on "Mental 
Telepathy" and Kim on "The Last Days of Pompeii." Each captured their audiences with their speeches. Kim 
won in the Eastern City Di"ision and Cath came second. 
We arc very pleased with the results of this year's contest, and arc proud of our \,inners. \\t· arc proud of Bill 
Meloche who did so well in the Industrial Accident Prevention Contest speaking contest. Congratulations Bill! 
Let's try to increase the number of entries in the contest next rear-especially in the st•nior school. 
- ------ ---- ------------------ -- -
MAINTENANCE STAFF SECRET ARIES 
The Blue and White Staff would again like to 
thank the maintenance staff for its valuable assist-
ance. Along with the innumerable daily tasks they 
perform for the school, Miss D. Speers, Mr. P. Kar-
lechuk, Mr. S. Carpenter, ~[r. Robert Green and Mr. 
V. DiPietro helped us to set up the 1:x:nches for all of 
our pictures. 
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\\'clcome back to \\'alken ille. Shirlt•,. Thanks to 
both Mi~s Zilda McKelvie and Miss Shirley \\'oroshik 
for their help in typing many notices and fon11s. They 
also printed graduation prog-iammes and lt'ltcr~ for 
man} clubs in the school. 
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ORCHESTRA 
Violins: Forbes Blyth (Concert Moster), Edward Zusko, Jerry Sokolik, Bob Haywood, Sonio Mokorevich, Ellen Moy, Sherry Meloche, Lynne 
Terry, Marlene Wowchuck, Barbaro Corr, Gloria Gural. 
Cellos: Koren Monks, Nita Fairhurst, Bonnie Storey, Fred Veghelyi. 
String Bosses: Ken Howkeswood, Tim Laird, Roy Andrichuk. 
Clarinets: Rita Sovchetz, Bob Gorski, Bruce Graham, David Kersey, Don Brown, Joan Howison, Joe Stasko. 
Oboe: Bev Tovell. 
Flutes: Carol Findlay, Corolle Christie, Sharon Girling. 
French Horns: Dione Giles, Corl Belke, Alan Richardson. 
Trombones: Fronk Walton, Richard Liddell, Bob lvosevich, Vern Smith, Peter Donolchuck. 
Trumpets: George Kidd, Henry Muench, Bob Dafoe, Dave Urquort, Ion Grant, Pete Gieswein. 
Saxophones: John Torou, George Plonlus, Bill Service, Fronk Bobesich. 
Baritones: Dove Goodbrond, David Burr. 
Tubas: Dove Service, John Mahon. 
Drums: Tim Kromer, Richard Bloke, Paul Smith. 
Pianists: Marilyn O'Heorne, Janice Cossorini. 
Leader: Mr. Curry. 
ORCHESTRA 
The orchestra is enjoying another successful season under the direction of Mr. Bruce Curry. 
We took part in the Windsor Secondary School Music Festival with Herman, Massey and Patterson. The 
Rhapsody in Blue and White was April 7. We also had an Orchestra Assembly. 
Walkerville is very proud to have an oboe this year. Bev Tovell plays it and everyone enjoyed her solo in 
Exodus, especially. This year our repertoire included Exodus, Valiant Years, Air in D and Rondo, Oh What a 
Beautiful Morning and many more. 
Thank-you Mr. Curry for your patient leadership and thank-you students for your support. 
Gary A. .Joe Lloyd 
THE FOUR PLUS EIGHT Al Louise Frank I. 
Gary D. Gunter Ian 
A musical group which has taken the above name John H. Helen Kurt 
orman Ruth Pete 
has been practising since December under the sponsor- John K. Mike Chad 
ship of Mr. A. C. Brown. The Eight are five girl and 12 E 
three boy singers. The Four are an instrumental ac- Miss D. Bergoine Maria Frank B. 
companiment of piano, guitar, bass and drum. The Marilyn Sandra Earl 
Angus Rick Cynthia 
group has planned numbers for assembly programmes. Bill N. Ken Donna 
Arlene 
Mary 
Bill T. J ohn Z. 
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SCIENCE CLUB 
Pamela Spence, Robert Switak, Alison Sprogue, Mr. Sparling. 
SCIENCE CLUB 
Under the direction of Mr. Sparling the Science Club was very acti\'e this year. 
The members went on interesting tours through the Dominion Forge Company, the filtration Plant, and 
the Engineering Department of the Essex College which all proved educational as well as enjoyable. 
On various occasions films were shown and the new lab was available for experiments. 
The club members welcome anyone who is interested in Science to join next year. 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB 
This year Walkerville Photography has expanded its membership to include as many as twelve people ( of 
which many a rc fine artists with the camera) . 
Steve Kasun was our President, Rob Snayko our Vice-President; the Treasurer was Bill Moodrcy and Sherry 
Meloche was Secretary. This executive along with the members called a meeti11g almost e,·ery Wednesday. 
Here with advice from an expert Photographer, Mr. McLeod, and from Steve we were able to learn the 
essentials of the camera, as well as the developing technique. 
All in all it can be said that we had a successful year ( despite the lock failure on the door) . 
For a project we snapped pictures at the Gamblers' Gambol Prom. The pictures were in colour and, except for 
one bad shot, were appreciated by everyone. 
We must extend our thanks to the Agora for giving us the privilege of supervising the pop sales at the Friday 
night dances. 
You who arc reading this-smile, click ... 
BILL MOODREY 
CAMERA CLUB 
Bock Row: Bill Moodrey, Ken Copman, Jim Lynd, Bob Atkinson. 
Front Row: Sherry Meloche, Steve Kasun, Mr. Mcleod, Bob Snoyko. 
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PEP CLUB 
Alison Sprague, Pamelo Milburn, Louise Gaskin, Sarah Finch. 
PEP CLUB 
The Pep Club, whose duty is to promote school spirit, was quite successful this year. Posters were hung in the 
halls to attract students to the games. 
This year the Pep Club sold school buttons and Walkerville pennants. The money from the sale of buttons 
and pennants was used to purchase the W's for the cheerleaders' sweaters. 
This year's executive consisted of Louise Gaskin, Allison Sprague, Sarah Finch and Pam Milburn. Mrs. Law-




THE GIFT HOUSE OF WINDSOR 
* DIAMONDS * WATCHES 
* FINE SILVER 
* ENGLISH CHINA DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED 
* LEATHER GOODS 
WE SPECIALIZE IN SCHOOL RINGS 
AND JEWELLERY 
BIRKS 
J E "I/ E L L E R S 
JEWELLERS 
OUELLETTE AVENUE AT PARK STREET 
CL 4-5145 
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Because your ability 
. cornes you 
ahead ... 
explore your future 
in a BNS banking 
career-first 
Like all Canadian business, the Bank is expanding fast. 
With so many new branches opening, you'll fmd promotion 
comes quickly. In today's Bank of Nova Scotia-growing with 
Canada-there'll be more management staff .• • more 
executive positions ••• and we're looking ahead for the right 
sort of men to fill them. 
As a regular part of your career training you'll move from 
post to post across Canada-may visit Europe, the U.S. or 
the Caribbean. 
So if you're ambitious and want a career with a real future, 
talk it over with your local BNS manager. He'll be pleased 
to see you. 
The BANK of NOVA SCOTIA 
your partner in helping Conodo grow 
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RED CROSS CLUB 
Bock Row: Marilyn Hoddod, Myrna Whiteman, Polly Blumhogel, Linda Mcleod. 
Middle Row: Donna Tweedell, Susan Meredith, Susan MacKenzie, Marilyn Bradley, Celia Hollom. 
Front Row: Sondra Sutherland, Libby Hovelock, Miss Skelly, Leslie Lavery, Suson Maughan. 
RED CROSS CLUB 
The executive of the Red Cross Club this year was: Presidenl· Leslie Lavery ; Vice-President- Libby Have-
lock; Secretary-Sue Maughan; Treasurer- Sandra Sutherland. 
Although the club started late in the term, the members ha,·e been very busy. Swabs arc being made for the 
Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic and the Lost and Found is operating well, thanks to Miss Skelly's help. Miss Skelly 
is our sponsor and we have appreciated her giving us so much of her time. A basketball game to raise funds is 
being planned. Our present membership is thirteen- new members arc always welcome. This summer. we hope 
to send a member lo the Ontario Red Cross Camp. 
The Red Cross Club is a worthy organization and everyone should be proud to be a member. 
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THE ART CLUB 
The Arl Club has had a , cry successful 
year, and a fair-sized group regularly 
aucnds the Tuesday afternoon mcelin({S. 
The members have been busy during the 
first and second terms making and putting 
up posters and decorations for the games 
and dances. The Gamblers' Gambol decor-
ations were very effective, and \\C hope 
that those for Lhe Military Ball in ~lay will 
be even better than last year's. Later this 
year we hope to do some skctchinl.{ and 
silk-screening. The executive of the Art 
C!ub for 1961-'62 consisted of J anct 
Fisher, president; Warren Ritchir, vice-
president; Holly Lamberton, secretary; 




Again this year Junior Achievement has taken 
students from Walkcrville as well as most of the other 
High Schools, to form miniature companies each 
evening from Monday to Thursday for two hours. 
This year two new service companies, J.A.S.P.R., a 
radio company that broadcasts on C . .J.S.P. Saturday 
mornings, and J.A. CAMCO, a camera company that 
is sponsored by Bud Bezaire, raised the number of 
miniature companies to twenty-two. There are going 
to be two Company of the Year awards: one for the 
Service Company of the Year, and the other for 
Production Company of the Year. Unfortunately the 
winners of these, and other awards have not been 
decided yet, but they will be announced at the Future 
Unlimited Banquet, early in May. 
of the 
1.S.C.F. 
The Inter-School Christian Fellowship group meets 
each Thursday at 3: 30 p.m. in Room 211. An enjoy-
able hour is spent each week in the study of various 
topics. Occasionally there are special speakers, skits 
or discussions of the problems that confront the teen-
ager of to-day. 
During the year there are a number of attractive 
social gatherings with groups from the other schools. 
Such features as skating parties, squashes, week-end 
camps, are arranged. A cordial invitation is extended 












This year the chess 
club was started under 
the direction of Mr, 
Burr. After a few 
weeks of practice, the 
Chess Club selected 
Roland Christen, 12A 
president for this year. 
In the middle of 
March, the C h e s s 
Club was challenged 
by the Herman Chess 
Club, and a week later 
they met in the library. 
The Chess Club is 
hoping to have a re-
turn match with Her-
































MICHAEL GRAEF - Realtor 
1228 Tecumseh Road East 








On September 5th, 1961, the students of Walkerville Collegiate once again crowded the corridors, beginning 
another year of excitement, good times, and, most of all, hard work. The past two months of leisure and fun 
were the main topic of conversation for the first few weeks. 
Initiations were a little more colourful this year for the Grade Niners. It looks as though Walkerville has 
started another Tartan tradition in that the recitation of a page in the Informer has become the grueling duty of 
the Grade Nine students during the second week of classes. If the freshmen failed to comply with the strict Grade 
Thirteen standards, they had to do everything from pushing beans along a line to wearing their blouses and shirts 
backwards. Many of the new young boys at Walkerville looked very amusing wearing lipstick to their classes. 
The official initiations came to a conclusion and the social season began with the annual "Get Acquainted 
Dance" held in the school gymnasium. This sock hop was well attended by the newcomers since they gained 
precedence over the seniors and- paid- a greatly reduced admission fee. 
During October, a successful sock hop, sponsored by the Pep Club, was attended by a huge crowd. The 
Agora then sponsored its annual Hallowe'en Dance. Witches, goblins, ghosts, and spooks of all shapes and sizes 
gave it an appropriate atmosphere. Proceeds of the dance went to UNICEF, and Ronnie and the Vibratones 
were a special attraction. 
The football season was a very exciting one at Walkerville this year, and dances and parties followed many of 
the games. Two pep rallies complete with bonfires were held on the school campus, arousing tension and 
determination for the playoff games. The spirit of the school was rallied to its highest height in many years 
as the last ounce of Walkerville determination failed to gain the trophy. For the first time in eighteen years it 
looked as if "Big Blue" might have been victors, but upholding their tradition of the past two decades, they 
again ceded to the fates. On November 10th, the annual Gamblers' Gambol was held, bringing the autumn 
social season to a climax. After attending the decisive football game against Patterson on the same night, many 
couples danced to the soft strains of Wally Townsend and his orchestra, and then went on to parties held at 
the homes of several students. 
Exams having been concluded, the social events recommenced as the students still awaited the examination 
results. On December 15th during lunch hour, the first tea dance was held. The Agora sponsored it and the 
money raised went to the school's foster child, Constantine, in Greece. The basketball season began and soon 
the Christmas holidays arrived. 
Homecoming for the graduates was highlighted with their well-deserved diplomas at graduation. On De-
cember 22nd, the graduation exercises were attended by Grade 12 and 13 graduates, parents, teachers, and 
friends, who filled the auditorium to its utmost capacity. An enlightening Valedictorian address by Marten 
Brodsky and a comical class history by Andy Weiss were thoroughly enjoyed by the audience. Following the 
ceremonies, refreshments were served in the cafeteria and dancing was held in the gymnasium. 
The Christmas holidays were one entire whirlwind of social events, but it soon had to end as the students 
returned to begin the second term on J anuary 3rd. 
During J anuary and February, the basketball games proved to be quite entertaining, as sock hops were held 
in the gym after all home games to celebrate the victories. A couple of these were sponsored by the B.A.A. and 
the G.A.A. The Agora presented its annual Red Feather Dance. Again the admission fee was determined by the 
person's weight; this seems to have become another Tartan tradition. Several more tea dances took place during 
noon hours on Fridays. At one many couples competed in twisting their way to victory in a "twist" contest. 
After examinations, the social events were again resumed. The "Blue and White" held its annual dance on 
March 23rd. Many turned out to it, especially since it was cmcced by Bud Davies. The orchestra sponsored 
a successful dance and an "Activities Night" of swimming, basketball, badminton, and dancing rounded up the 
informal social season. 
Before and after the Easter holidays, the girls were putting on their best behaviour in hope of being asked to 
the grand finale of society at Walkerville, the Military Ball, to be held early in May. As usual, the decorations 
and enjoyable music will combine to make the prom a great success. At last year's Military Ball, the gymnasium 
was transformed into a blue and white fantasy as the grand march opened with the appearance of C/ Lt.-Col. 
George Service and his lady, Jo-Anne Gillespie. The cadets were magnificent in their Tartan kilts and their ladies 
were radiant in their evening dresses. Wally Townsend added his personal touch to the occasion. 
This has been a wonderful year at Walkerville and one that will not be soon forgotten. But, as always, with 
every passing year, there will be those who must say goodbye to Walkerville forever. However, they will not 
forget her, but will invariably keep with them the fond memories of our beloved school. 









This year the Blue and White did not sponsor an Art or Literary Contest. Instead, the best 
entries were published in the magazine. 
Special thanks goes to Miss Hutchinson for her assistance with the prose and poetry. 
Literary Editor JOAN RAMIN 
SECTION ENTRIES 
Back Row: Art Zalev, Joe Cipparone, Pat Binder, Grant Bolsdon, Wayne Pohlman, Joe Stewart, Ion Mcleod. 
front Row: Marg McPhail, Anne Relich, Coralie Christie, Sharon Girling. 
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RAIN AT N IGHT 
Those who l i sten to rain at night close under a roof, 
arc pre ented with a special gi ft. They are sing! d out 
as sensitive people to whom the rain pours out it 
m sage of l ife. 
It corn lowly at fir t hesitantly, for it  want to 
ound you ou t, to be sure that you are interested and 
wil l receive it  wel l .  oft, irregular drop of  rain tap  
shyly, asking you to  I i  t en .  They are teaching the value 
of modesty and patienc . Then come the drummers. 
Th y beat steadily, methodically, and then l ike a 
fanfare the sound rise in tempo. Like big hard bu l let 
they pound down, faster and fast r, building up ex­
citement. With a la t t ri umphant, furious fling they 
crash down, e ming to plit the roof. 
They have b en the announ ers, not caring about 
them elve but anxious to present other in a good 
light. Now the ra.in it elf comes ; in ing orrowful ly, 
i t  rises and fall in wave , s igh ing about the care and 
tribulations of a har h l ife .  But it know its purpo e. 
It realizes the toils of l ife and shed large tear , but 
they are oft , tender for t h is rain has come to heal, to 
lu l l  the heavy heart, to wash away man's frowning 
features. 
THE ORDEAL 
The un ro e on the dawn of the tenth day. For the 
trio of explorers whose airplane had era hed in the 
middle of the desert ten day prior it meant another 
day of hardship-another day of truggle against 
natme for their l ives. On of them, a navigator had 
calcuJated that the ite of the plane crash was approxi­
mately J 70 mi les from the nearest river. Thus, for nine 
da in the face of almost in urmountable odd , they 
had trudged aero that arid waste travelling by night 
resting by day. But the element were taking their 
tol l .  Al l  but the last ounc of figh t had been drained 
from them · on ly the wiU to L ive had kept them going. 
That de ert, the cene of a desperate battle against 
the forces of nature, was the  most God-forsaken place 
on earth. To lhos three men it was surely wor e than 
the land that He ave to Cain. Miles of burning sand 
stretched as far a tb eye could see-to the north, to 
the sou th to the east, to the west-and above loomed 
the copp ry sun in a fiery sky wh ich could sap the 
l i fe from any living creature. All too frequent were 
numerous dust torms, l ike the one wh ich had just 
recently b l i nded one of the trio. ave for them, the 
de ert held no l i fe of any kind ( not ever buzzard 
the ravenous scavengers of most such wildernesses and 
wastes) · i t  never had, n ver cou ld ,  and never wou ld. 
In every direct ion ex ept one lay desolation, barren­
n ss, hel l  and death, but in that one Jay l i fe .  In that 
direct ion wa the river and towards it the three 
plodded . 
As they un tcadily but doggedly staggered forward 
one sol itary thought pa ed through their minds : 
"Twenty-four more hours-twenty-four hours is al l  
we can last ! " For the past day they had been l iving 
on determination alone · their water was gone, their 
trcngth was al l  bul gone and t heir il l to survive 
was going fast. Hoping th ri er was on l y  several 
hours away they had decided lo continue their trek 
d ur ing the day in tead of resting, but di aster had 
truck. One wa and-blinded and was al l  but being 
d ragg d along ; th cond wa un onscious and b ing 
carried by th third who, now con iderabl y  weakened, 
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Swishing through the trees the water patter l igh t ly 
on the roof, tel l ing you that there i a gay frivolous 
side to l i fe. As it trickles gently over the edge of the 
roof, plop quietly on the ground, and i folded into 
the arms of an embracing earth it teaches subrnis ion 
and obedienc 
Lastly corn s t he older and wi r ra.in. I t  i weak 
but it fal ls maternal l on the roof sweetly comfort­
ing. Th i ra.in has experienced al l the previous storm 
and has heeded their messages wisely. She sums them 
up, remindin us of their importance. Beating and 
then car s ing, he murmur oft admonition in the 
hearer' ear. But he also te l l  u Lo appreciate beauty 
-the beauty of ound. in in softly throu h the tree
she fal ls upon the shingle and then trickles melodi­
ously across the roof.
Each drop of rain ha a pecial sound-some dash 
boldly, cal l ing you to action, others slide softly, telling 
you to be patient, but they all unite together in a 
soothing but joyou ripple showing that L ife in spite 
of its cares is a ful l  and reward ing experience. 
ELIZABETH MEA WELL l 3 B  
could not travel another mile bearing a triple burden. 
Time was r unning out. 
By now, the fiery sun had reached th zenith. The 
corching noonday heat was o erpowering and un­
bearable. Of th two agonies, sitting down was by far 
much worse than walking. The men knew this and 
kept moving. The leader of the trio, hi strength al l 
bu t gone, gasped to h.is temporarily bl inded partner, 
'I'm going to count to a thousand, and then I ' l l  have 
to stop.' Trying to make each number a tep forward, 
he c lo ed hi eyes, grit his teeth and trudg d on, 
carrying one uncon cious man and drag ing the oth r, 
now semi-conscious. One-two-three-four-five . . .  ' I t  
was not important what direction he  took, only that 
he walk those thousand paces. ". . .  ven hundred 
f ifty-n ine-seven hundred ixty-sev n hundred sixty­
one . . .  " 
Feeli11g himself cl imbin a small rise in the and, 
the man involuntarily opened hi eyes. Ten feet awa 
gl immered the bright blue urface of the river. 
ART ZALEV, l l A 
Senior Poetry 
ON CONFORMITY 
To see a sheep d.isp r e and leav the flock 
To fora e, aim le ly, but on hi own ; 
To tw·n his back on bigot and the talk, 
That in this day and age is so well-known. 
To watch a lamb e cape the drift ing fold 
To wander on his own and reach a goal, 
And damn th fool considering him bold ; 
( He breaks away to atisfy the oul ) . 
To ee the shepherd nO\ and then defied 
To gratify an unfu lfi l led desire · 
And then to fac his wrath and not to hide, 
And o to keep his License while the others mire. 
o few achieve a rank among the crowd
And larg r grows the herd beneath the shroud. 
W YNE P HLMAN, 1 3  
B L  E A D W H I T E ,  1 9 6 2 
THE STORM 
The storm broke out in all its fury. It rushed in like 
an enraged knight dressed in black armour. The cloud 
threw lightning bolts and coughed out tremendous 
noises, which made me think of the fourth of July. It 
dropped huge bombs of rain from the heavens, and 
anyone caught in this rain, I am sure, would have 
been drenched within a mere ten seconds. The wind 
was howling like a pack of wolves and the rain drops 
seemed to be dancing on the street. You could hear 
the drops creating music on the roof, and sec the 
trees dancing in the wind, and then, just as quickly 
as it had come, it all died down. The rain no longer 
continued to dance, the lightning made no more 
noises, the thunder was subdued, and the music of 
the rain drops and dancing of the trees could no 
longer be heard or seen. All that you could see now 
were the ruins of the battle. The trademark of the 
storm, puddles of water, could be seen everywhere in 
the city. 
JOE C I PPARONE, JOE 
Junior Poetry 
MIGRATION 
Far, far up in the endless blue, 
A graceful bird on strong wings flew, 
Continuing her d etermined flight 
Through sun or snow, through day or night. 
Winter had gone and spring had come; 
The soft spring winds their songs did hum, 
And deep within her tiny breast 
She felt an urge to fly to nest. 
Deep in the forest she raised her brood, 
i\lwa)'S alert to their every mood, 
Protecting them against the foe, 
And teaching them the wilds to know. 
But s'lon the cold did fill the air; 
The fledglings left their mother's care, 
,\nd on a brisk October day 
The southbound winds called her away. 
IAi'J' McLEOD, 9.J 
-- -- -------
THE ART OF NATURE 
On the mountain top I stand 
And look across the quiet land. 
To my right, the balmy sea 
Stretched as far as I could see. 
On the horizon I could see, 
Bearing a cargo of wood and tea, 
A ship from far away Ceylon, 
It was there, but now it's gone. 
To my left the mountains lie, 
T heir tops reaching to the sky, 
On the mountain sides, the trees 
Sway very gently in the breeze. 
In the valley a small creek flows, 
Comin~ from the mountain snows. 
O n its banks, the willow-trees 
And flowers buzz within honey-bees. 
What a lovely scene I saw, 
Nature's art without a flaw. 
I low 1 wish that J could draw 
And help you sec the scene I saw. 
CARALLE CHRISTIE, IOA 
AN IDEAL HOLIOA Y 
An ideal holiday for me would b(• a canoe trip 
through a rapids. You do not notice at fir;t that the 
stream-lined sil\'cr canoe under you is gaining greater 
speed on this twisting. snake-like ri\'er. But then, as 
a cluster of bent de"-shro11ded birch trees on the bank 
fairly flies by, and the rippling cool water turns from 
a deep .vurc blue to a "ild, mad white, the "hole 
world seems to terrifyingly scream R1\PIDS! Already, 
the forcst-lin(•cl shore is changed from a friendly 
pebbly beach to towering- !{ranitc cliffs, forcing you to 
run the exciting gauntlet spread before you in a pano-
rama of beauty and death all mixed and incompre-
hensible. With stinging spra) in your squinting 
reddened eyes, and jagged, black, menacing rocks and 
boulders all around you tossing their heads triumph-
antly against the equally wild water, you madly paddle 
back-brcakingly, fir;t to left and then to right. The 
world seems to ha\'e changed to an insane witch's 
cauldron and your trust lies in tht• slender now-
battered coracle beneath you, dodging shafts of rocky 
death like a living, breathing thing. And then, as if it 
had been a crazy nightmare behind you the once-
again rich blue waters become slower and the pebbl)'. 
forest-l ined. lichen-garbed beaches return. 
JOE STE\\"ART, 9A 
ART 
SHARON GIRLING, I IC 
The participation for the Art and Photography 
this year was not as good as ,, as hoped, but the work 
which was turned in was cxcrlknt. Thank-you. 
ALISOX SPRAGCE 
Art and Photo~raph)• Edito1 
... 
. , .. -- ---~-..... 
MARGARET McPHAIL, I 2B 
ANNE RELICH, 138 
PAT BINDNER, 13C 
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EXCH AN &E 
cur. 
Every year the Blue and White is ex-
changed for yearbooks which we recei"e 
from other /arts of Canada as well as 
England an Australia. A great many 
ex c e p t i o n a I I y good yearbooks were 
sent to us this year and the staff of the 
Blue and White wishes to thank these 
schools for their magazines and wish them 
continued success in future publications. 
THE AQUILA of Sault Ste. Marie featured 
a well done Candid Photos section. 
TRAFALGAR ECHOES carried a foreign 
literary section including French, Span-
ish and Latin. 
THE AD ASTRA ANNUAL of Sarnia 
carried excellent and \'ery complete 
graduation coverage. 
THE COLLEGE TIMES of Upper Canada 
College compiled an extensive literary 
section. 
OVERTONES of the Barrie District Central 
Collegiate had a French page entitled 
"Un Peu de Franc;ais" and good cover-
age of assemblies and activities. 
THE PEGASUS of Vincent Massey also 
contained well done and amusing Can-
did Photos. 
THE SAGITTARIUS of Aden Bowman 
Collegiate displayed a \'Cry inte1·esting 
and diffe1·ent cover. 
JOKES 
Patriotism: Taking your arm from around your girl 
to clap for the U.S. Cavalry as it gallops across 
the movie screen. 
The boy who drives fast past a school is usually th~ 
one who was slow going through it. 
Wife to husband-"! scratched the front fender a 
little- if you want to look at it, it's in the back 
seat." 
Shoe department manager to customer : "Yes, we 
have quite a selection of loafers. I'll see if I can 
get one to wait on you." 
The doctor came out of the bedroom to the anxious 
girl friend. "Frankly," he said, " I don't like the 
way he looks at all." 
"I don't either, Doc," replied the girl friend, "but 
he's got a car." 
"Whisper these three words that make one walk on 
air." "Go hang yourself." 
"Oh, dear, I've missed you so much" ... and she 
__ r_a_is_ed the revolver and fired again. 
"Darling," she sighed, "Couldn't you-couldn't you 
learn to love me?" 
"I might," said the boy, " I learned to eat 
spinach." --,---,---~-------,.---,------
Ca II er over the phone: "Is Nancy there?" 
Mrs. Jones: "She's taking a bath." 
Caller: "Sorry, I must have the wrong number." 
"I'm sorry, but I'm saving this seat for ... sit right 
down, Miss." 
He: "Mind if I turn off the hall light?" 
She: "Not at all." 
He: "The ceiling light?" 
She: "Why of course." 
He: "The floor lamp?" 
She: "Yes, Johnny." 
He: "Now that it's dark in here may I ask you a 
question?" 
She: "Yes, Dear." 
He: "Do you think this luminous dial watch is 
worth six dollars?" 
BLUE AND WH I TE, 1962 
One day early last autumn, the coach was running 
his football prospects through some stiff exercises, 
trying to get them into shape. The players were 
running at full steam around the edge of the 
practice field when one of them fell to the ground 
moaning in pain. The coach rushed up to him 
and said, "What's the matter with you? Why 
don't you get up?" 
"I can't sir," gasped the boy. " I've broken my 
leg." 
"Well, don't just lie there," barked the coach. 
".Do push-ups." 
"'M-:-o""'th'""e_r_:--,,,"Now, Willie, I want you to go in and get 
acquainted with the new nurse and give her a 
nice big kiss." 
Willie J r.: "Oh yeh, and get my face slapped like 
pa did?" 
J im Jones tells about his big brother who wanteclto 
get married. His mother, however, was dead set 
against it: 
"Why, you're just a baby," she said. 
"But Ma," cried Bill, "I'm 35 years old!" 
"Just the same," replied Ma firmly, "You wait 
until you finish high school." --=-c---c-. 
A noted educator was entertaining a friend. Waiting 
for the main course at dinner the friend asked his 
host, "Will you pass the nuts, Professor?" 
The professor replied, "Oh! I suppose so, but 
they should be flunked." 
=c-r-ad~e-N""'i.....,ner: "Please, Mom, may I go out tonight?" 
Grade Ten: '·May I go out? The show is over at 
10 o'clock." 
Grade Eleven: "I'm going out tonight." 
Grade Twelve: "Goodnight folks, I'll bring in 
the milk." 
1st Student: "Was her father surprised when you said 
you wanted to marry her?" 
2nd Student: "Surprised. Why I thought the gun 
nearly fell out of his hand!" 
Liz: ''Oh, there's the place mother told me to stay 
away from. I thought we'd never find it." 
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Bock Row: Vern Smith, Brion Spooner, 
John Cmor, Bob Seob~rn. Zolton 
Veghelyi, Bob Dafoe, Gerry Kwopisz, 
Mike Storuck, Brian Hornick, Don Gard• 
ner, John Palko, Bill Sinclair, Guilio 
Rossi. 
Middle Row: Bob Truscott, Janice Wilkins, 
Ann lormour, Voler"e Wallace, Joyln 
Zuber, Pot Droke, Carolyn Millar, Carol 
Hedgewick, Lynda Durr, Barb Keith, 
Lynda Vanstone, Nonce lgnosh, Mike 
McKillop. 
Front Row: Diana Pekar, Arlene Thurlow, 
Marilyn O ' Heorn, /rrlv:Jrg McPhail, Mr. 
Waddell, Kathy Wo9ner, Barb Weeks, 
Barb Carr, Lynda Bowser. 





Bock Row: David Lawson, Rainer leuteritz, 
Ross McKenzie, Tom Baker, Warren 
Ritchie, Ron Reardon, Gary Gibson, 
Roland Christen, Joe Stomp, Gordon 
Zavitz, Don Brown, Fronk Stechey, Arif 
Hosnain. 
Middle Row: John Mahon, Bob lvosevich, 
Joe Stasko, Janice Cossorini, Noda 
Yamich, Cathie lovisot, Lindo George, 
Ellen Easton, Franklin Hough, Jim 
Brien, John McGee. 
Front Row: Inge Groef, Sonio Makarevich, 
Gwen Jenkins, Jonet Fisher, Miss Falls, 
Heother Broadwell, Carol Tompkins, 
Dione Walker, Sue Scott. 
12C 
Bock Row: Bill Whigham, Norman Milne, 
Adam Moryonovich, Donny Duhon, Bob 
McMillan, Ivon Kernisky, Don Larkin, 
Bill Service, Forbes Blythe, Tom Halstead. 
Middle Row: Gory Waterman, Tim 
Grieves, Jim Trofin, Pot McDonald, 
~~~~~k:i;;~•J,;,i~or~i'~n!:i~:in/~b LM:c~ 
Lood, Terry Young, !teve Kasun, Alan 
Parkins. 
Front Row: Gayle Jewhurst, Carole Stick-
ley, Lindo Cracknell, Cami lla Brush, 
Mr. Burr, Carol Charron, Donna Zajac, 
B~nnie (Stone Face) Gow, Jill (Sm iley) 
Merklinger. 
Absent: Bob Byrnes,. Joe Doshevich, ken 
Hedgewick, Tom Kilpatrick, Evelyn 
Onico, Willie Palko, Ivon Soroka, 
Doreen Whitlock, Bob Worthy. 
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12A CLASS NEWS 
12A JANET F ISHER-(weak. ) hiring a truck to carry around all her notes. GWEN J. - (weak. ) breaking test-tubes. 
ELLEN MAY-(F.P. ) trying to get Mr. Hitchcock 
to forget " I'm Ellen May JOB." 
LINDA G.- (F.P.) filling Inge's purse with water. 
INGE G.-(F.P. ) filling Linda's pencil case with 
water. 
SONIA MAKAREVICH- ( weak. ) doing the right 
work in the right classes. 
CATHY L.-(\\eak. ) forgetting to wear her glasses. 
HEATHER B. (weak. ) spouting Dr. Spock. 
NADA Y AMI CH- ( weak. ) her sister's history notes. 
JANICE C.-( F.P. ) getting out to close her windows. 
ELLEN "TUN" EASTON-(weak. ) Pantry cookies, 
Bobby's tassels, ascots. 
DIA.~E WALKER-(F.P. ) reading "Old Mr. Bos-
ton" with the boys. 
MARGRET PADMOS- (P.P. ) H amlet. 
CAROL TOMPKINS -(weak. ) basketball. 
SUSY SCOTT-(F.P.) putting double padlocks on 
her locker. 
MISS FALLS ( F .S. ) Class, close your books-dead 
silence. 
TOM BAKER ( app. ) unpeeled onion. 
JIM BRIEN (weak. ) power shifting. 
DON B.-(F.S. "I'm goin!{ to pound that l{ll) ... !" 
GARY GIBSON- (P. P.) Ancient Romans. 
AR.IF HASNAIN-(amb. ) brain surgeon (fish ) . 
FRANKLIN HOUGH-( P.P. ) 36, 24, 36 (marks ) . 
BOB IVOSEVICH-( P.P. ) racial discrimination. 
RAINER LEUTERITZ--(app. ) swing daddy! 
.JO H:\f McGEE (amb.) pro. chemical smeller. 
ROSS McKENZIE-(amb. ) to pass Algebra. 
RON REARD0N-(A4) health research homework. 
WARREN R. (weak. ) ping-pong, blue-eyed blonde. 
JOHN MAHON-(F.S. ) "You guys coming to the 
dance with me tonight?" 
FRANK STECHEY (amb. ) to fly the Atlantic. 
JOE STASKO-(amb. ) Shakespearian actor. 
JOE STOMP- (amb. ) to play ball with the big boys. 
GORDON ZAVITZ (app. ) Volcano (dormant) . 
ROLAND C. (fut. ) Mr. Hitchcock's consultant. 
WHAT WOULD "128" BE LIKE IF: 
12B LYNDA BOWSER- Spoke a word? BARBARA CARR- Wasn't so petite? PAT D.- Never had the "right" answer? 
LYNDA DURR- Didn't have her homework done? 
CAROL ANN HEDGEWICK- Didn't put "every-
thing" into doing the twist? 
NANCY !GNASH-Didn't meet Larry during noon-
hour in the summer? 
ANN L.- And .Julio didn't get along in Chemistry? 
BARB KEITH- Didn' t wear something once in a 
while that Danny made for her? 
MARG McP.- Caughl "Diana" locking her lock? 
CAROLYN M ILLAR- Didn't always have the right 
answer in French? 
MARILYN O'HEARNE-And Bob Dafoe didn't 
make such a perfect couple? 
DIA 'A PEKAR- Had stayecl at Patterson or didn't 
have Dave? 
ARLENE THURLOW- Had a messy coiffure? 
LY 1DA VANSTONE-And Janice got together lo 
do an experiment? 
VALERIE W.- Didn't have a crush on "somebody"? 
KATHY WAGNER- Let Diana get at her locker? 
BARB WEEKS-Asked fewer chemistry questions? 
JANICE WILKINS- Wasn't the "admirable and 
understanding" girl that she is? 
JOLYN Z.- Evcr got the scores in on time? 
JOHN CMAR- Went someplace instead of .. 110 
place" at a quarter to nine a.m.? 
BOB DAFOE-Didn't have naturally curly hair? 
DON G.- Didn't go to Detroit every weekend? 
.JERRY GRAY- Wasn't such a great hockey player? 
WAYNE HENDERSON- Didn't have to move his 
seat or sharpen his pencil in Latin? 
BRIAN HOR, !CK- Understood Algebra? 
GERRY KWAPISZ--Did a successful experiment 
with Diana in Chemistry? 
MIKE McKILLOP- Stayed away from"?" ? 
JOHN PALKO- M ade 50% in Latin & Chemistry? 
BOB SEABORNE- Paid attention during one class? 
BILL SINCLAIR-\'\'asn't so quiet? 
VERNE SMITH- Learned how to ski? 
MIKE STARUCK- Didn't have something exciting 
planned for his weekend? 
BRIAN SPOO ER- Had a less innocent look? 
GIULIO ROSSI- Was inactive during one Lalin 
class? 
BOB TRCSCOTT-Didn't talk with girls before 9? 
ZOLTA V.- Let .Jolyn help him in Chemistry? 
RO~ WEST- Didn't sit in front of J erry in French ? 
MR. WADDELL- Was seen wearing his blue beret 
and riding in his little red sports car? 
12C's HOPEFUL GIFTS FOR '62 
12(1 MR. BURR- A weapon to protect fair \J damsels in distress from Forbes. WILLIE PALKO- A new pair of levis. 
TERRY YOUNG-A job. 
TOM KILPATRICK- A pair of stilts (for Miki ) . 
.J IM T. A girl on his knee while he plays his guitar. 
BILL SERVICE-Another brother like George. 
KEN HEDGWICK- A razor for that moustache. 
FORBES BLYTH-A straight face. 
JOE DASOVICK- "Easy Latin in 363 lessons." 
. \DAM M.- Power of concentration in Algebra. 
BOB McM.- Entrance to St. Mary's Academy. 
BONNIE GOW -A pin. Pow! 
JILL MERKLINGER- A date with? 
GAYLE JEYHURST- A back-combing comb. 
CAROL CHARRON "Gleem" for that smile. 
GARY WATERMAN To have no girl problems. 
T IM GRIEVES- To be Mr. Sparling's Protegc. 
RADMILA CICANOVICK Tutoring. 
BOB BYRNES To find something to do before 9. 
TOM HALSTEAD- A new cue and snooker table. 
DANNY DUHAN- Audition for a Disney character. 
BILL WHIGHAM- A new laugh. 
CAMILLA BR CSH Another picture of Dennis . 
LI rnA C RACKXELL - .\ date with G.K. 
A DREA FINLEY A ba~ of candy for Mr. Burr. 
Continued on page 86 
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12E 
Bock Row: Fronk llijonic, Bill Nicholl, 
Ken Rvsling, Earl Dafoe, John Zdrohal, 
Chad Murray1 Ion Jenkins, Pete Mac-
Donald, Gunter Hammermeister, Frank 
Bellovy, John Kelly, 
Middle Row: Joseph Cook, John Hack-
son, Norman Jacques, Mike Longmoore, 
Gory Dowdell, Mory Tiers, Cynthia 
t~i~n:n~ry Abbey, Al Brody, Angus 
Front Row: Marilyn lodge, Louise Gaskin, 
Arlene Riddell, Marie Baillie, Miss 
~h~~~iR~fh HKi~:e:1~:i~on~~;n:cJ~h;~: 
Absent, Lloyd Gilbert. 
11 B 
Bock Row: Richard Bloke, Si los Vocrotsis, 
George Plantus, Joe Rebich, William 
Mlacok
1 
David Service, David Kersey, 
Richard Turski, George Kidd, Brian 
McCabe, Richard Liddell, Dove Good-
brand. 
Middle Row: Brion Keen, Tim Laird, Carol 
Ann Mortin, Susan Greenhow, Helen 
Macko, Joan Howison, Sherry Meloche, 
Penny Wa lton, Alan Chapmon, John 
Haines, Bud Piercel l. 
Front Row: Gloria Gural, Beverly Tovell, 
Juanita Fairhurst, Koren Monks, Mr. 
Hvgill, Marlene Wowchvk, Golie Lovns-
bury, Marianne Wale,, Lynn Terry. 
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Bae~ Row: Victor Ondeiko, Norvol Fore-
man, Robert Sneddon, Pavl Dole, Bill 
Moodrey, Roy Andrichuk, Paul Hommer-
meister, Bruce Edwards, David Arm-
J.trong. 
Midd!e Row: Paul Corbett, Wayne Bene. 
teen,, Richard Fodor, Carolyn Weeks, 
rome'a Milburn, Nancy Larsen, Peggy 
Braun, Jim McTavish, Bill Stewart, 
Mark Moncur. 
Front Row: Mory Skidmore, Beverly 
Brazeau, Penny Katzman, Mr. Hitch-
cock, Lydia Sochevichik, Gail BorOow, 
Lynn Meikle. 
Absent: Carolin Katzman, Anne little. 
11A 
Bock Row: Bob Atkinson, John S. Pelton, 
Margaret Wishart, Art Zolev, Susan 
:khe;r~uf1i[;, th~s.G;~'ll~o~:::11. Jenich, 
Middle Row: Arlene Hulton, Samdra 
Pupulin, Joyce Pask, Donna Fenton, 
Linda Flohr, Lynne Glendon, S1>san 
Parr, Mary McGregor, Foye Urban, 
Anne Topping, Lindo Rider, Nadene 
White, Jone McRobb, Kathy Obr,;,dovich. 
Front Row: Rose·Meri Lechowicz, Lindo 
Reid, Shirley Wilson, Lindo Boyle, Mrs. 
Mcleod, Jeanne Thompson, Susan Ross, 
Lourie Levine, Mary•Anne Monck. 
Absent: Martin Padmos. 
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CLASS 120 
120 ROY ANDR lCHUK "M y feel aren't well today, Mr. Hitchcock." DAVI[) ARMSTRONG- "! only smoke 
the oocs I can bum." 
GAIL BARLOW " Paul, you'll blow us up!" 
\\°A YNE BENETEAU- t 2D's Dictionary Collector. 
PEGGY BRAuN "No Mr. Hitchcock, Norval isn't 
here today." 
BEYERL Y B.- "Miss Falls, I don'L understand." 
PAUL C. "But Sir, My "atch really has sto1>ped." 
PAUL DALE-"Don't panic, Gail." 
BRUCE EDWARDS-The silent one. 
RICHARD FODOR- 12D's Male Barbara Ann 
Scott. 
NOR.VAL FOREMAN-"But Mr. Saffran, I might 
die to-morrow." 
PAUL HAM:'viERMEISTER-"Hey, what did you 
do in Geometry?" 
CAROLINE KATZMAN Goes to all her classes? 
PENNY K.- ''\\,'hcre arc all the dictionaries, Wayne?" 
NANCY LARSEN - "Will .John's car e,-er start?" 
AN T LITTLE-"Oh s . . . !"' 
.JIM McT A VISH- Oh, that continental look. 
LYNN MEIKLE- "Wayne, if you comr near me, 
I'll run all over you!" 
PAMELA MILBt;R:-.;r- "If Stc,·e e,·cr finds out." 
MARK MONCUR- The bleep, bleep of 12D. 
BILL M. \Vhat was the question again, Miss Falb? 
VICTOR ONDEJK0- 12D's toni~ht's good morn-
ing man. 
LYDIA S. "Has anybody got that bookkeeping?" 
MARY SKIDMORE-"Jim called me last nig-hl, 
and I wasn't even home!'' 
ROBERT S.-Mr. Kinnin wonders about him. 
BILL STEWART- "Hey, I' ve got another joke!" 
CAROLYN \VEEKS-"Wow, is he cute!" 
MR. HITCHCOCK- "AfLer all, you arl' a fine ~roup 
of ladies and gentlemen!" 
CLASS 12E 
12E GARY ABBEY- General Manager of Big Bear Super Market. MARIE BAILLIE-To work in Chiboug-
anau- Hopc-a-hopc-a-hopc. 
FRANK BELLA VY- Professor of Poolers at Yale. 
AL BRADY-Walkerville's Tab Hunter. 
JOE COOK- "Do you always look like this, or is this 
one of your better days?'' 
EARL DAFOE-"! must have been a pretty baby!" 
GARY DOWDELL- "I guess I should have quit 
drinking Metrocal." 
LOUISE G.-To be Barbara Ann Scott the second. 
LLOYD GILBERT- " I hate to make an issue out 
of this, but would you mind getting off my foot?" 
JACK HACKSON- " Eat, drink and be merry, for 
tomorrow you diet." 
GUNTER HAMMER.MEISTER Voted all Cana-
dian great buy-goalie for Montreal Canadians. 
FRANK ILIJANIC-A[l American-Canadian. 
;\'ORMAN JACQUES-Insurance salesman for the 
poor·, little, defenseless birdies. 
HELEN .J.- A member of the Three Stooges. 
IAN J.- J am perfect- if ya don't believe me ask me! 
JOHN K. Head of the English Dept. at W.C.I. 
MARILYN LODGE-To teach P.T. like H.A. 
MIKE L.- If I wasn't so dashing, I'd admit it. 
PETE M.- Head Mousekateer at Disneyland. 
ANGUS McKINNON- "Gcc, I'v(' got pretty teeth 
here, do you want to hold them?" 
SANDRA McMAHON Choosing bet"een Mr. I , 
Mr. 2, or Mr. 3. 
CHAD MURRAY- Only honour student in 12E. 
Don't matter! Don't matter! 
BILL NICHOLL- "Gcc, just think what would 
have happened if I didn't have soft pretty fingers." 
RICKY P.- "O.K. ~an~, when I'm principal ... !" 
CYNTHIA P.- Playing Euchre with Mr. Allison. 
ARLENE RIDDELL-Raising little Hoods. 
KEN R USLING "You stab them, we slab them.' ' 
Ken is going to be an M.O. 
DONNA STARNICHUK- A frustrated chemist. 
MARY TIERS- To give advice to a certain teacher. 
(M.T.) 
BILL TKACH Coach of the Ottawa Rough Rid(•1s 
( what a great sacrifice! ) . 
JOHN ZDRAHAL-Honest coach, I chcln't push 
him; he fell over his shoe-lace. 
MISS BERGOINE- To get away from it all- 12E. 
1961-'62. 
RUTH KIMMER.LY- To be the world's greatest...? 
KURT LIEGMA:\1- The OL' Colonel head of 
Cadets at W.C.I. 
WHAT WOULD 11 A BE LIKE IF: 
11A 
Smile?" 
11 A- V,'asn't such a mixed-up class? 
BOB A. .Joined the Freedom Riders? 
LI='IDA B.- Didn't have a " Mona Lisa 
RICHARD ELLIS- Wasn't such a moocher? 
DON:\'A FENTO:-.;r- Broke up with a certain .J.R.? 
LL DA FLOHR- Ever got to Hollywood? 
LYNNE G.-Got laryngitis and couldn't talk? 
IAN GRANT-Ever did his homework on time? 
AR.LE 'E H .- Didn't have that look of innocence? 
FRAN .J. Could ever concentrate on anything? 
ROSE-MERI L.- Understood Physics and Geometry? 
LAURIE L.- Was like the rest of us avcra!{e clods? 
MARY M.- Knew if she were coming or going? 
IANE McROBB Ever· frowned? 
CHARLIE " PIIEIDIP" MEA 1WELL-Stopped 
thinking he was a Greek hero? 
MARY-ANN MONCK Could speak Chinese? 
CATHY OBR ADOVICH CENSORED! 
MARTIN P.-Didn't think 1 lA was a loony class? 
SUSAN PARR Didn't gi~gle so often? 
JOYCE PASK- Became a missionary to the Congo? 
.JOHN PEL TON Waited to give his pig calls? 
SANDRA PUPULIN-NO COMMENT! 
LINDA REID \Vasn't her naturally sweet self? 
Ll:"lD.\ RIDER Didn't blush constant!)•? 
SUSAN "SAv\'Z" ROSENBERGER- Gave up dope? 
SUSAN R.- Stopped claiming she's really not smart? 
JEAN T.- Knew anything- about anything? 
ANN TOPPING- Joined the French Forei~n Legion? 
FAYE U RBAN- Gave up tennis for tiddly-winks? 
NADINE \VHITE-Was all here mentally? 
SHIRLEY WILSON- Missed fewer davs of school 
than anyone else? · 
MARGARET W. Didn't know all the answers? 
ART "ZIP" Z.\LEV- Wasn't such a nice guy? 
MRS. McLEOD Stopped ~iving surprisc tt•sts? 
THIS REPORTER escaped a librl suit? 
CLASS MOTTO Quid, me anxious surn? 
11 D 
Bock Row: Dove Hnotiuk, Gord Coss, 
Richard Campbell, Ron Klinck, Morris 
Shulman, Guido VanRosendaal, John 
Flajnik, Jim Lynd, Tom Jomes, Ken 
Etcher, Billy Meloche, Ron David, Bill 
Onslaw. 
Middle Row: Tim Lomberton1 John Stein, 
Doug Kehoe, Ian Hooley, Ernie Clifton, 
Barb Marshall, Joyce Parent, Susan 
Cole, Alison Sprague, Charles Fellows, 
Bob Snayko, Taros Toroshenko, Dave 
Holden, Gord Leishman. 
Front Row: Maureen Deslippe, Helen J 
Popovi<h, Marilyn Masse, Connie 
Fournier, Mr. Sinclair, Lynn Woods, 
Joanie Ramin, Lynne Cape, Lynn 
Meretsky. 
Absent: Kathy McCollum, Judy Gournier, 
Kathy Dool. 
11F 
Bock Row: Peter Dell, George Vosich, 
Ron Shulgon, Rene Quenneville, John 
Ste phens, Robert Switok, Allon Taylor, 
lorry Christie, Charles Vallee, Jim 
Blok, Norman Tomen. 
Middle Row: Roland Bai ley, Donald 
Gauthier, Karen Bednarski, Prudy Lits· 
ter, Bonnie Hazen, Catol Ann Smith, 
Steve Sachevichik, Hugh Anderson. 
Front Row : Dawn Corter, Helene Laurin, 
Morlona Monette, Evelyn Horris, Mr. 
Kinnin, Joan Keane, Pam Spence, 
Cathie Alexander, Connie Mang:>s. 




Back Row: Fred Gutekunst, Gory Fair· 
thorne, John Springer, Jerry Makohon, 
Bill Millar, Jim Gray, Jim Storr, Toros 
Senchuk, Gordon Robb, Jock Roger. 
Middle Row: Wolter Emery, Mike Nenodo• 
vich, Dione Coombs, JoAnn Knight, 
Valerie Jackson, Sondro Knight, 
Marlene Jockiw, Sondra Scott, Andrea 
leach, Juli a Jackson, Muriel Fortier, 
Barrie Matks, Michael Fitzsimmons. 
Front Row: Sarah Finch, Naima Hasnain, 
Morgie Fletcher, Cathy Mohoits, Mr. 
O'Btien, Catherine MacDonald, Sharon 
Girling, Sharon Cooke, Ruth Fanson. 
Absent, Mary Jeuup. 
11E 
Bock Row, Tim McEachen, Gordon Mc· 
Laughlin, Terry Edwards( John Adams, 
Dave long, Gary Lang ey, Ed Kuntz, 
Don Rout I iffe, Chorles Doherty, Al 
Clarke, Denis Quenneville, Art Wise-
man, Kay Harrop. 
Middle Row: Richard Harrop, Min 
Latimer, Jackie Tizzard, Jean Garneau, 
Marilyn Mitchell, Carolyn Moore, Joyce 
Cart6r, Diane Cole, Ccnky Coste, 
Carolyn Gaskin, Pauline Pivarci, Anne 
Hill, Robert Chicilo. 
Front Row: Diane Keck, Louis Cybak, 
Sharon Martin, Lois Byrne, Sandra 
Lapointe, Helen Vossos, Sherry Bondy, 
Annelise El iasen, Beth Leacock. 
Absent: . John Dienesch. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
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CLASS NEWS 11 B 
l1B BEVERLY TOVELL---Bev's trip to Flor-ida not only revealed her tan but her legs. GLORIA GURAL-Sincere in all her de-
votions ... filing her nails in a certain class. 
MARLENE WOWCHUCK- Can throw great passes 
while playing football on ice. 
JOAN HOWISON-Snow is the central part of Legs 
Howison's life on Ouellette at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
GAYLE LOUNSBURY-It takes more than height 
to win friends. (cuddles) 
MARIANNE WALES-Willing to play 12 a game, to 
give Y2 a lunch and to receive just Y2 the credit. 
CAROL MARTIN- B-0-0-0-0-0-0 ! ! ! ! 
HELEN MACKO- Friend of all and life saver of 
1 lB's basketball team. 
LYNN TERRY-Pulled between devotion to one and 
jealousy from another (Ginger ) . 
BONNIE STORREY-Eenie, meenie, miny, moe, 
to which practice shall I go? 
KAREN MONKS- Preparing a debate at the library 
and having the information scared out of her com-
ing home. 
SHERRY MELOCHE- Monday nights driving Mr. 
W. Young crazy. 
SUSAN GREENHOW- Directions arc as follows, 
"water on forward; water off back; grab sponge 
quickly. 
JUANITA FAIRHURST- Always a smile, never a 
frown- that's our Nita, our class clown. 
LINDA CREACE-Chief chef in restaurant; speci-
alty- hamburger a la crumble. 
PENNY WAL TON- Receiving a pair of suspenders 
to hold up personal things. 
GERRY FEDCHUN- Rugger champion of llB. 
.JOHN W. HAINES-Champ gum chewer. 
BRYAN KEEN- Class rep. from Vic Tanny's. 
DAVID KERSEY-Class's best public speaker. 
GEORGE K.- President of the Jo-Jitsu Fan Club. 
TIM LAIRD-Consultant for geometry problems. 
RICH LIDDELL---"Aristotlc of the Modern Age." 
DAVE GOODBRAND- Feeding the boots to Kidd 
in history. 
BRIAN McCABE-The class hero. 
WILLY MLACAK- Fishing for Wales. 
BUD PIERCELL- Four feet of dynamite. 
GEORGE PLANTUS- The Lawrence Welk of 1 lB . 
.JOE ROBICH- The class "lover." 
DAVE SERVICE-The only peasant in llB. 
RICHARD TUR.SKI- Shielding Haines from Mrs. 
Clouse. 
SILAS V ACRA TSIS II- A real meek Greek also 
ALLAN CHAPMAN- Anti-haircut fanatic. 
RICHARD BLAKE-Chuckling out Mr. Hugill. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 11 C IF-
lie SHARON C.- Staycd in her own scat? DIANE C.- Broke both her legs too? WALTER EMERY- Passed a Latin test? 
RUTH FANSON-Stopped flirting with the boys? 
SARAH F.- Didn't have blond hair and brown eyes? 
MICHAEL FITZSIMMONS- Wasn't so sweet? 
MARGIE FLETCHER- Was ever on time? 
MURIEL F.-Would speak slower in French? 
SHARON GIRLING-Forgot her briefcase? 
FRED G.- Couldn't play the accordian? 
JIM GREY- Was short, dark and pudgy? 
NA.JMA HASNIAN- Didn't like to push stuck cars? 
VALERIE J .- Didn't have so many right answers? 
MARLENE .J.- Didn't always have her homework? 
JULIA J.- Became Mr. Sinclair's favourite student? 
MARRY JESSUP- Stopped saying "um"? 
JO-ANNE KNIGHT- Left H erman boys alone? 
SANDRA KNIGHT-Wasn't a Baltimore Oriole 
fan? 
ANDREA LEACH-Ever failed a test? 
CATHERINE M.- Wasn't the "silent one"? 
CATHY MAHAITS- Didn'tmeet W.B. before 9. 
JERRY MACKAHON-Stopped singing all the 
latest songs in class? 
BARRIE MARKS-Didn't worship the weed? 
BILL MILLAR- Wasn't the tall dark silent type? 
JOHN S.- Didn't brag about his good marks? 
MIKE N.-Wasn't 1 lC's blond bombshell? 
GORDON ROBB- Didn't have a deep voice? 
JACK R.- Wasn't the smart, athletic, anti-girl type? 
SANDRA SCOTT-Didn't have such nice blue eyes? 
JIM STARR- Had a few bad habits? 
ROBERT SNAYKO- Paid attention in class? 
FAMOUS PEOPLE WHO RESEMBLE STUDENTS OF 11 D 
110 LYNN W.- Mac West (20 years ago) . MORRIS SHULMAN-Danny Thomas (has a nice nose). 
G. VAN ROSENDAAL- Lassie (Always has a pony 
tail) . 
BILL ONSLOW-Clark Gable. 
JOYCE PARENT- Sophie Tucker. 
ALISOJ\" S.- Marilyn Monroe (My kind of girl) . 
MAUREEN D.- Brenda Lee (Sweet Nothin's) . 
TARAS TOROSHENKO-Lone Ranger (Looks 
better with a mask) . 
MARILYN MASSE-Daffy Duck (Who ever heard 
of a French duck?) 
BILLY MELOCHE-Yves M ontand (Passionate) . 
CHUCK FELLOWS- Ed Sullivan (Never Smiles). 
IAN HOOLEY- Tab Hunter (Blonde Bombshell ) . 
RON KLINCK- King Kong (Hairy chest). 
DICK C.-Nikita Khrushchev (Likes peace meetings) 
JOAN RAMIN-John Wayne (He's so good looking) 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
DAVE HOLDEN- William Holden. 
JUDY FOURNIER- Audrey Hepburn (Dimples). 
GORD LEISHMAN- Peter Lorre (Little Conniver). 
BARBARA MARSHALL-Dick the Bruiser (Mean) 
ERNIE CLIFTON- Frank Sinatra (Dreamy eyes) . 
LYNN CAPE-.J aync Mansfield ( A dizzy blonde) . 
RON DAVID- Rock Hudson (A great lover) . 
GORD COSS- Alfred E. ewman (Intellectual ) . 
JIM LYND- Ben Hur (Dynamic) . 
TOM JAMES- John F. Kennedy (Stutters) . 
KATHY D.- Little Bo Peep Peep through keyholes 
DAVE HNATIUK- Tarzan (Has animal instinct) . 
HELEN P.- Susan Hayward (Lovely and luscious) . 
DOUG KEHOE-Trigger (Roy Roger's Horse). 
SUSAN COLE-Chubby Checker (Lots of rhythm) . 
KEN ETCHER- Elvis Presley (Dreamy hair) . 
JOHN STEIN- Boris Karloff (Morbid humour) . 
TIM L.- Mighty Mouse (Eats his whc.itics) . 






















Bock Row, Ted Tupling, Don MocTovish, 
Dennis Nosella, Tim Lutzac, Com Innes, 
Ron Swintak, Peter Donychuck, Jerry 
Sokolik, Mike Dewar, Bruce Graham, 
Tom Lynd, Jamie Holland. 
Middle Row, Paul Merklinger, Fred 
Ve9helyi, Glenn Gray, Alan Richard· 
son, Bill Little, Mr. Mcleod, Bruce 
Goodbrond, Paul luborsky, Stuart 
Bowden, Earl Taylor, John Gural. 
Front Row: Sharon Spewak, Susan Mere· 
dith, Coralie Christie, Carole Klipo, 
Carolyn Momotiuk, Marianne Hart, 
Carol McNaughton, Dionne Gile,, Mory 
Topliffe. 
lOC 
Bock Row, Peter Root, Gor~ McCabe, 
gh~:re~'0 S!'1i~~khs~Y'1E~di!0 "r,~::r~:: 
Wolter Johnson, Donny Jasin, Sadia 
Hasnain, Robert Messr, Walter Harris, 
Richard Shonboum, Don Kenny. 
Middle Row: Bonnie Todd, Judy Shaw, 
Karen Patrick, Foye Applebaum, 
Marilyn Bradley, Connie Clarkson, 
Brenda Buchanan, Beth Sneddon, Dione 
Longley, Romo Doniel, Soil Anolin, 
Loney Hatch . 
front Row: Georgia Howkins, Sylvia Jen~ 
kins, Joyce Biolowski , Janet Hearn, Mr. 
Bunt, Judy Hewlett, Diane Monogham, -
Ruth Delong, Barbara Morris. 
Absent: Gordon Wonsch. 
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Bock Row: Barry Lennon, Richard Hamlin, 
David Farrell, John Collins, Jim Brown, 
Terry Olteon, Jerry Bib, Lynn Lockner, 
John VonMockelberg, Alf Wells, Mike 
Nowitsky, Moe Hoos, Dick Roberts. 
Middle Row, John Marshall, Ronald 
Kneole, Ronald layman, Barbara 
Worthy, Marlene Stammler, June Hill, 
Marylyn OeMartin, Louise Clark, Joan 
Smith, Joyce Burk, Solly Johnson, Carol 
Kupka, Donny Stapley, Fred Crew, 
Lynden Hodges. 
Front Row: Margaret Kirby, Dione Mc• 
Shane, Ann Seider, Elaine Burdon, 
Sandra Jackson, Betty Hawkt..,,, Annette 
Gural, Silvanio Cherubin, Beverly Broil. 
Absent: Pat Nolan, Barbara Harris. 
108 
Bock Row, Richard Finley, Richard Simp· 
son, Stuart Mcleod, Charles Clark, 
Scott Cowan, John Flett, Barry Smith, 
Douglas Ferguson, Donald Maviriic, 
John Curry, Edward Zusko, Pon Phan· 
eut, Bob Landry. 
Middle Row, Sue Maughan, Beth Whit· 
lock, Cherryl Meyrick, Jone Stuart, 
Christine Needham, Celia Hallam, Les• 
lie Lavery, Judy Kwopin, Donna 
Tweedell, Libby Hovelock, Pauline Blum· 
hogol, Myrna Whiteman. 
Front Row: Marilyn Haddad, Corrie Miles, 
Su,on McKenzie, Pot Bednarski, Mrs. 
Lawson, Darlene Haywood, Vicki 
Duddy, Cheryl Wilde, Leena Pere. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
WHAT WOULD THIS WORLD BE LIKE IF: 
llE SHElUlY B. - Didn't have so much trouble with French and Geometry? LOIS B.- Didn't wish a certain someone 
in L lD wasn't so shy? 
JOYCE C.- Didn't get those daily letters from a 
certain male? 
DIANE C.- Didn"t love a scrub bubble? 
CA THY C. Didn't make such a fuss over a couple 
of marks? 
LOUISE C. Didn't have her homework done just 
once? 
ANNELISE E.-\\'asn't so quiet and innocent ... 
looking? 
JEAN G.- Could find out something about her rival 
from Kennedy? 
CAROL Y G.-Could open her locker just once this 
year without help? 
ANNE H.- Wasn't always in everybody else's class 
or business? 
DIANE K. Didn't pass out cand)' in Geometry class 
every day? 
SANDRA L.- Didn't have Art, Robert, 1orm and 
Lanny on the string at the same time? 
BETH L. Wasn't secretly married to Dave? 
SHARON M.-Wasn't mad at Mitch when he didn't 
pick her up when he had the car? 
MARILYN M.- Had all her notebooks up to date 
at the same time? 
CAROLYN M.- Didn't panic every time she was 
asked a geometry question? 
PAULINE P.- Didn't know French so extensively? 
JACKIE T.- Didn't wish a certain guy in I ID wasn't 
going steady? 
HELEN V.- Didn't think so much of herself that no 
one else matters? 
MISS LATIMER-Didn't G-R-0-W-L during e,·el)' 
11 E history class at least once? 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF: 
llF CATHY A. Wasn't so quiet? HUGH ANDERSON- Ever got excited? ROLAND BAILEY-Didn't have a twin? 
KAREN BEDNARSKI- Ever arrived at school 
early? 
PAUL COSTE-Never smiled? 
DAWN- Didn't have a crush on a boy in grade 12? 
LARRIE CHRISTIE-Wasn't such a great singer? 
PETER D.- Took any classes with his home room? 
DON GAUTHIER-Wasn't a carbon copy of a text 
book? 
EVELYN HARRIS-Didn't slkip noon math to play 
basketball? 
BONNIJEAN H.- Didn't have a boy in every city? 
JOAN KEANE-Wasn't such a great basketball fan? 
PRUDIE LITSTER Didn't like a certain bo)' in 
I IF? 
MARLANA MONETTE- Ever stopped her side 
conversations? 
RENE QUENNEVILLE-Needed French lessons? 
STEVE-Was a no dab man? 
CAROL ANN S.-Stopped thinking about birds? 
PAM SPENCE-Became a freckled faced blond? 
RON S.- Didn't think he was so handsome? 
ALLAN TAYLOR- Didn't help on tests? 
NORMAN TO MEN' Car ever ran? 
GEORGE V.- Didn't think he knew all the answers? 
CHARLES V.-Didn't play bongos in History? 
ROBERT SWITAK- Had a history notebook? 
MR. KINNIN-Got 1 LF to answer in class, do their 
work, and get first class H onours? 
C11 FAVOURITE SAYINGS 
Cll 
ALF WELLS-"If you weren't so good in 
spelling." 
PAT N.- Can I take your picture D'Arcy? 
ANNE SEIDER- "They make me so mad when they 
talk about him." (D.S.) 
DANNY ST APLEY-"When did ladies start shaving 
their legs?" 
MARG KIRBY- "! saw him! I saw him!" 
BARBARA H.- "I'm forever blowing bubbles." 
JIM BROWN-"How do you spell 'pharmacy?'" 
MARLENE STAMMLER- "You must have been a 
beautiful baby." 
CAROL KUPKO-"Tim loves me, he loves me not." 
SALLY JOIINSON- "To spend more time in class 
than in the office." 
ELAINE BURDON- ''To get one math question 
right." 
BETTY HA WKINS- "Still going strong with D.M. 
despite M.L." 
FRED CREW- Wants to invest in Hiram Walker. 
JOHN MARSHALL-"Two cheeseburgs and two 
large cokes. Please." 
SYLVANA C.-"Just call me 'Smilie.'" 
GERRY BIB- "King Sir Gerald Bib Esq. XXXVIII 
-you owe me one.'' 
JOHN COLLINS-"Wild in the Country." 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
BEVERLY BRAIL--"But Sandra! You know I don't 
really like him." 
ANNETTE GURAL- "My mother thinks I am 
getting too fat.'' I 
JOYCE BURK- 'Tve got my reasons for not giving 
a quarter." 
DICK ROBERTS- "Are you jealous?" 
JOHN VAN M.- 1 wonder if he will quit 'barking.' 
DAVE FARRELL--"No Comment!!!" 
LOUISE CLARK- "l'm going to make him wait 
this time.'' 
BARRY LENNON- "Unspeakable.'' 
RICHARD HAMLIN- "You talk too much!" 
RONNIE KNEALE-"Small Sad Sam.'' 
RONNIE LA YMEN- "I wonder if be will e\'er speak 
up in class.'' 
JOAN SMITH- "Let's twist again.'' 
SANDRA J.- "You finally got on your fingertips.'' 
MIKE NOWITSKY-"I'm the nicest guy that I 
know in this class!" 
BARBARA WORTHY "A certain boy at Tech.'' 
MARILYN DeMARTIN- "World's greatest driver." 
DIANE McSHANE-"The lion sleeps tonight.'' 
MOE HAAS-"Trying to get a certain girl to shrink 
his sweater." 
JUNE HILL--"Call me brainy.'' 
Page 61 
lOE 
Bock Row, Roy Bentley, Ron Bloke, Aldo 
~f~lc~~d~~~~ t~ut~~~J, 0!:rY ::~:k:!: 
Preben Andersen, Joe Molnar, Joe 
Cippar'one, Ron Onuk, Barry Stevenson. 
Middle Row, Ken Dowdell, Arnold Gold-
man, Jim MacDonald[ Tom Mi llar, Bob 
Merier, Nina Magi I, Joan Pepper, 
Violet Basich, Brion Tousignant, Doug 
Ladore, Eric Kehl, Ron Bailey, Ron 
Deziel. 
Front Row: Barbaro Letourneau, Koren 
McConn, Nadia Shyshok, Laurel Cloy, 
Mr. Altmyer, Delores Doles, Glenda 
Motners, Judy Ash, Diane Grovel. 
Absent: Dave Coleman. 
C-lOA 
Bock Row: Thereso Motton, Doreen Tru• 
dell, Jeon Fostyroveck, Margot Ander· 
son, Edna Martin, Sandy Brisson., Shor• 
ron Gillespie, JoAnne Zam, Darlene 
~:~~ec:~~I MR~be~;::. po~~s~OJae~:.~i~: 
Middle Row: Mr. Morcini, Judy Simard, 
Joan Toschuck, Lila McKinnon, Diane 
Dillon, Delores Kucharski, Bonny Glas· 
ford, Pot Simard, Joan Decbyshire, 
Betty Rajki, Joyce Tessier, Georgina 
McKinnon, Delores Demie. 
Front Row: Louise Mamo, Jenny leBoeuf, 
Gail lndezoski, Carol Bore1oski,. Shirley 
Wiseman, Cecile Caza, Cheryle Eckmier, 
Sylvia Sharp, Sondra Allmon. 
Absent, Bette Huckle, Carol Affleck, 
rir:~i~itJt S~o~~l:;r.eon, oKren Mottotoll; 
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Bock Row, Ed Burton, Dole Tieken, John 
Macecevic, Richard K linc,1(, frank 
Gabriel, Lloyd Grahame, James Parr, 
Tom VonDelinder, Bob Anderson, Bob 
Mortin, Ken Lowry, Bob Stork. 
Middle Row: Terry Tanner, Bob Messer, 
Roger Addison, Arunas Jonusko, Keith 
Ferguson, Bob Bennett, Kathleen 
Newington, Alison Sprague, Pat Crow• 
ford, Alex Gemmell, Bob Gouthier, 
John Collard, Ron Wilkins, Michael 
Bohford, Frank Anderson. 
Front Row: Maureen Forbes, Barbara 
Gaskin, June Anderson, Elaine Fort in, 
Mrs. Waddell, Rose Kolbol, Jeon Derby-
shire, Sharon Wilson, Darci Brown. 
Absent, Emmanuel C>isoni, Peter Kelly. 
lOF 
Bock Row, David Hil ls, Robert Radigan, 
Eddie Gozorek, Bill Popp, irony Hope, 
Paul Kelly, B~b Stewart, Dick Von· 
Vrouwerff, Leo Dandurand, Alen 
Snyder, Fred Gilbert, Warren " Rusty" 
Wright, Dennis Koroll. 
Middle Row: Jone Lowry, Dionne Katz-
man, Helen Gabriel, Joonno, McCullum, 
Lindo Slobodenuk, Maril Wiseman, 
Pauline Ivanoff, Vicky Affleck, Joan 
Kirby, Gladys Fiddes, Dion e Coffield, 
Norma Grainger, Vi rginia Sodoitis, 
Natalia Botrincho. 
Front Row: Judy Bindner, Margaret Phil-
pot, Paulette Marier, Doreen MocPhail, 
Mr$, Monger, Marlene Peters, Joan 
Barrett, Shirley Lemmon, Mary Koteles. 
Absent, Bonnie Fiddes. 
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10A IN TEN YEARS 
loA SUE M.-Still as cute as ever. (That ought to get me somewhere, J.H.) CAROLE K.- Remember North Essex 
High? 
CARALLE C.- Married lo Castro with many little 
Castorums. 
DIANNE G.- Mrs. R. B . ... ? 
MARIANNE H.-Sour Sixteen. 
CAROL M .- Censored. 
CAROLYN M.- Still in Toronto. 
SHA RO~ S. Manufacturer of megaphones. 
MARY T.-Use your imagination. 
ALAN R.- Proprietor of the Casbar. 
MIKE D.- Photographcr for a leading magazine. 
CAM !.- Stand-in for the stand-in for the 3rd string 
lineman on the W.C.I. squad. 
DENNIS K. -Still trying to get out of IOA. 
PAUL M.- Midget wrestler from Puce. 
FRED V.- Khrushchev's "yes man." 
JAMIE 1-I.- Same as last year (as usual) . 
BRUCE G. Tall, dark and ... well, 2 out of 3. 
10B's PET PEEVES (P.P.) and 
loB PAT B.-(F.S. ) "Mr. Bunt better not ask me a question." EDWARD Z.-(P.P. ) Being Shylock. 
PAULINE B.-(P.P. ) Getting Mr. Bunt's tea. 
CHERYL W.-(F.S. ) "I am so over five feet!" 
CHARLES C.-(F .S. ) "Catch another look at that 
one!" 
BETH W.-(P.P. ) Coming to school. 
SCOTT C. (F.S. ) "Wake up and go up to the 
board, Flett." 
MYRNA W. (P.P. ) Homework. 
JOHN C.-(F.S.) "Not 5 marks again sir?" 
DONNA T.-(F.S.) "Will you please stop shaking 
the desk?" 
VICKI D. (F.S. ) "Guess who talked to me last 
night?" 
JANE S.-( P.P. ) Being called "Stcwy.'' 
DOt;G F.-(F.S. ) "Those last period Latin classes.'' 
BARRY S.-(P.P. ) That Willistead Park is so big. 
RICHARD F.-(P.P. ) Another barb on "his" team. 
RICHARD S.-(F.S.) "A triangle has 3 sides, 
doesn·t it?" 
JOHN F.-(F.S. ) "No applause, just money." 
TOM L.- Selling long underwear in the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
DON M.- Manufacturer of conservative shirts. 
BRUCE G.- Still trying to get the clarinets fixed. 
PAUL L.- First Canadian Astronaut "Let's not hope 
everything goes wrong." 
GLEN G.-Manufacturer of pink eyeglasses. 
EARL T.- Founder of Slcnderella for men? 
JOHN G. Well, docs everyone have to have a 
promising future. 
BILL L.- Taking screen test for leading man in the 
" Blob and I." 
RON S.- Owner of Puce's only man-pulled garbage 
truck. 
TED T.- Married with many little hills. 
TIM L.- Proprietor at Happy Rest Cemetery. R.I.P. 
Tim. 
PETER D.- Pres. of Loe. 109, J unk Man's Union. 
STUART B.- T eaching short bachelors, "How to 
get a wife." 
TERRY S.- Teaching French with his hands. 
MR. McLEOD- Still trying to teach IOA Science. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS (F.S.) 
RON P.-(P.P.) Being called "dummy" by Simpson. 
MARILYN H.-(F.S. ) "Oh, that's g-ood!'' 
LEENA P.-(F.S. ) "Now look what you've gotten 
me into!" 
CELIA H. ( P.P.) Not getting 100% in German. 
CHRISTINE N.-(P.P.) Pickled frogs in Science. 
LIBBY H. (P.P. ) Getting only JOO% in Science. 
CORRIE M.-(F.S. ) "Yea K ennedy!" 
DARLENE H.-(F.S. ) "I don't have any pepper-
mints!" 
CHERRYL M.-(F.S. ) "Guess what happened last 
night!" 
JUDY K.-( P.P. ) Having such a loud voice. 
DON M.-(F.S. ) "What would happen if Germany 
won W.W. II?" 
BOB L.-(P.P.) Miss Skelly's window blinds. 
SUE M.-(P.P.) Being called "Red." 
LESLIE L.-( P.P. ) Pushing the cart in Science. 
STUART M.-(F.S. ) "What did I do now, Sir?" 
SUSAN McK.-(F.S. ) "I knew that Latin 2 weeks 
ago." 
IOB-(P.P. ) Last period classes. 
WHAT WOULD 1 OC BE LIKE IF: 
toe SOILI A.- Had the same hair-do for a day. FA YE A.- Ever talked loud. 
JOYCE B.- Wasn't a giggling fanatic. 
MARILYN 13.- Didn't say "Sir, I don't understand." 
BRENDA B. Got out of swimming class on time. 
CONNIE C.- Wasn' t saying "Oh, really." 
ROMA D. Managed to keep quiet (Impossible) . 
RUTH D.- Didn't have long knee socks. 
GERALD G.- Didn't fall off the science stools. 
WALTER H.-Had wavy hair. 
SADIG H.- Wasn·t a math genius. 
LANEY H. Used and liked her real name. 
GEORGIA H.- Didn't talk to Judy S. 
JANET H. Wasn't a latin genius. 
SYLVIA .J. Was as quiet as she said she was. 
WALTER J. Didn' t say "I wasn't talking, Sir." 
DANNY .J. Wasn't on<' big grin. 
DO ALI) K.- Didn' t have his cudy locks. 
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DIAN 'E L.- Didn't say ··Guess what the hockey 
score was?" 
JOHN L.- Another math mastermind. 
GARY M.- Was six feet tall. 
ROBERT M.- The class redhead, didn't ask ques-
tions in Latin. 
JUDY S.- Didn't talk to Georgia. 
DIANE M.- Spoke a little louder. 
BARBARA M.-Didn't have cute little dimples. 
KAREN P.- Another giggling fanatic. 
PETER R.- Didn't have dimples. 
RIC HARDS S.-\\'asn't the class nut. 
CHARLES S.-Didn't put his whole heart into 
Shakespeare. 
BETH S.- Wasn't the basketball star. 
BONNIE T .-Didn't have bows in her hail'. 
EDDIE T. Didn't ~iv<' teachers red apples. 
GORDON W.- Hadn't come back to Walkerville. 
JOHN H.- Didn' t keep his hands in his pockets. 
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9A 
Back Row: Dove Chelcroft, Sorry Corriere, 
Bob Gibb, Doug Andrew, Dave Nor· 
wood, Joe Stewart, Bob McArthur, Dove 
Butcher, Ed. Mulawka, Neil Consection, 
Ralph Thomas, Allan Sease, Roby Banda. 
Middle Row , Mike Graham, Ran Allison, 
Ron Poc,ker, Heather Anderson, Marilyn 
Lindsay, Sharron Keck, Sylvia Szerik, 
Sandra Sutherland, Darlene Stechy, 
Judy Silverstein, Margaret OeMartin, 
Mott Brown, Stephen Cox. 
Front Row: Nancy Abbot, Irene Mclavi sh, 
Ro,e Sirianni, Sandy Thomas, Miss 
Allison, Dorothy Heron, Janet Rondot, 
Joan Twerdun, Morijeon Stewart. 
Absent: Linda Mowry, Lundo Humphery, 
Gordon Pumou,. 
9C 
Back Row; Mick Eremic, Ri;bert Mencel, 
Joe Lendor/, Allan We!I,, Art Strewart, 
Alan Rogets, Arnold Dorion, Richard 
Doherty, Fred Worby, David Cocker· 
ham, Brion Dziver. 
Middle Row, Robert Taylar, Tam Ge!inas, 
Dole Young, Shirley Twerdyn, Angela 
Vitello, Lorrai ne Moniocc.:t, t'at Yeo, 
X~0~:t ~\~3:aJ~~e~hi~~neM::,7~L MJ'::h~ 
Pask, Alan Oupis, Paul love. 
Front Row, Allyson McCall, Linda Crossley, 
Barbaro Forman, Twyla Dziver, Miss 
Skelly, Ella Hammermeister, Beverley 
King, Pot Mocforlone,lisette Bouehord. 
Absent, Carole Scoot. 
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Back Row, Fred Hellam, Jim Onslaw, Jim 
St. Pierre, Ken Higginbottom, Ken Wil· 
ton, George Hearn, Bernie Decaire, 
Mitchell Malec, Jack Thompson. 
front Row: Brion Hoos, Michael Pinkney, 
Gordan Hearn, Ross Abbey, Mr. Saff-
ron, Dove Girotd, Roger Portt, Gordon 
Hager, John McCall. 
Absent: John Niksich, Bruce Paterson. 
98 
Back Row: G:eg Stevensoni Mike Pavlov, 
Radley Monsen, Allon Bond, Freemon 
Renaud, Wayne Suther:ond, Mike Ceibin, 
lorne Sounders, ~ at fowleri Joan 
Foster, Richard logani Dorsie Kosar. 
Midd!e Row: Dennis Ri'ey, Peter Amss:fen, 
8;b Brandes, Patsy Burden, Judy Sais· 
don, Nance Sokolik, Carol Janes, 
Caroline Peris, Rosa Fosuloi Linda 
Pretzlav, lee H,we, Rommel Masse, 
Donny Wihon. 
Front Row : Cynthia Spence, Alice Kernisky, 
Ann Lewandowski, Veronica Corchos, 
Miss Logan, Lindo Willis, Kathy Lon .. 
dego, Cathy Mc·G:,wn, Elaine Jonoz,ik. 
Absent: Brod Maclaren, John Jessup. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
loo PET PEEVES, HIT TUNES AND FAVOURITE SAYINGS BOB BENNETT-"The Lion Sleeps." BOB A DERSON-"Irresistible You." (H.T. ) 
J:RA 1K GABRIEL- Flying Blue Angel. SHARON WILSON-"Melancholy Baby." (H.T. ) 
FRANK ANDERSON- To be 6' 3" (P.P. ) ALISO SPRAGUE-"Sugar Baby." (H.T. ) 
ALEC GIMMELL-"But I didn't do it sir." ( F.S. ) ED BURTON- Boring Latin classes. ( P.P.) 
PAT CRAWFORD-"When I Fall In Love" (H.T. ) RON WILKINS-"Yes siree." (H.T. ) 
PETER KELLY-"! Wanna Tell You, He's?" DALE T ICKELL-"Imagination." (H.T. ) 
(H.T. ) JAMIE PARR- "Jamie." (H.T. ) 
BOB MARTI -"Goodbye Cruel World." (H.T. ) ELAINE TOR.TIN-Trying to see him! (P.P. ) 
KEITH FERGUSON-"! wasn't looking at Rose." ROGER ADDISO - "Aw gee, sir!" (F.S. ) 
ROSE KALBOL-"Baby, It's You." (H.T. ) JEA DERBYSHIRE-"Dear Lady." (H.T. ) 
RICHARD KLINCK-"Gee, you're ugly." (F.S. ) JUNE ANDERSON-"Happy Hosea." (H.T. ) 
BARB GASKIN-"Happy Birthday, Sweet 16." MICHAEL BOTSFORD-"My Boomernng \Von't 
(H.T. ) Come Back." (H.T. ) 
JOHN CALLARD-''Big BAD John." (H.T. ) BOB GAUTHIER-"Cryin' in the Rain." (H.T. ) 
LLOYD GRAHAME-A certain girl at Massey. MAUREEN FORBES- Doing the "Cha rleston" in 
( P.P. ) history! (P.P. ) 
JOHN MACECEVIC-"Motorcycle." (H.T. ) ARUNAS JA 1USKA- "What's Your ame." 
KATHLEEN EWINGTON- "I'm Blue." (H.T.) (H.T. ) 
KEN LOWRY-"Turn Around, Look at Me." DARCI BROWN- Flirting with "Mr. A." (P.P. ) 
(H.T. ) BOB MESSER- "Popeye." (H.T. ) 
BOB STARK-"The Wanderer." (H.T.) TOM VA r DELI DER-"Dukeof Earl." (H.T. ) 
EMMANUEL PISANI- "! Know." (H.T. ) MRS. WADDELL- Is the greatest French teacher! 
TERRY TAN ER-"Aw, do I have to?" (F.S.) 
WHAT WOULD IT BE LIKE IF: 
loE ARNOLD G.- Used his real name, "Egar Monopopolopovich." DIANE G.- Didn't use Metrecal. 
ERIK K.- Learned how to sit on a seat in French. 
DOUG L.- Didn't bring his suitcase every day. 
BARBARA L.- D idn't weightlift. 
JIM M.- Acted normal. 
KAREN McC.- Wasn't the "smiler." 
NINA M.- Didn't fall off motorcycles. 
ROBERT M.- Didn' t live up to his other name. 
GLENDA M.-Didn't talk as much to Ron BI. 
TOM M.- Wasn' t a "toad." 
JOE M.- Splurged and bought a Latin Text. 
RON 0.- Forgot to use spoolies at night. 
JOAN P.- Didn' t play for the Detroit Lions. 
ALDO S.- Had a name that you could pronounce. 
NADIA S.- Had a name that you could spell. 
BARRY S.- Didn't like Holly (Petite Babe) . 
DOUG S.- Didn't copy his Latin from Arnold G. 
BRIAN T.- Didn't have a B.Sc. 
PR.EBEN A.- H ad a long blonde curly hair . 
JUD Y A - Wasn' t wild about Ron D. 
RON B.- Wasn' t such a ladies man. 
VIOLET B.- Was the "Teen Queen of the Weck." 
ROY B.- Started his book reports. 
RON BI.-Didn't talk so much. 
CARL B.- Wasn't Mr. Sparling's pet. 
JOE C.- Was smart. 
LAUREL C.- Was the "Playmate of the Century." 
DAVE C.- Didn't teach John Gnagy how to draw. 
DELORES D.- Wasn't the "Redheaded Bombshell. 
RON D.-Wasn't wild about Judy A. 
K EN D.- Didn't fly when the wind caught his ears. 
KEN F.- Was the "Athlete of the Year." 
JOHN G.-Wasn't Walkerville's "Mr. Universe." 
BILL G.- Was drafted into the army. 
MR. A.- Backed up his threats. 
1 OF's TOP THIRTY-FIVE TUNES 
loF VICKEY AFFLECK-"Twistin" Vicky. JOAN BARRETT- "Angel Eyes." NATALIA BATRINCH A- "His name is 
Joe, only Joe." 
JUDY BINDNER-"Devil or Angel." 
DIA E COFFIELD-Dream lover, you're the one 
I'm dreaming of. 
LEO DANDURAND- Well it's this way. 
BONNIE FIDDES-"Here today, gone tomorrow." 
GLADYS FIDDES-I'll never smile again. 
HELEN GABRIEL- Standing on the corner watch-
ing all the boys go by. 
EDDIE GAZAREK- I like short shorts. 
FRED GILBERT- "7 little girls- Kissing Fred, HA 
HA I did it again." 
NORMA GRAINGER- Gary went in the navy. 
DAVID H ILLS- "I'm just a lonely boy." 
TONY HOPE- Tall Paul. 
PAULINE IVANOFF- The way you look tonight. 
DIANE KATZMAN- Cupid draw back your bow. 
PAUL KELLY- With the "Fly." 
JOA r K IRBY-"Over the mountain ; my love waits" 
DENNIS KOROLL- Small Sad Sam. 
MARG KOTELES- Gee Whiz. 
SHIRLEY LEMMON- Oh you is the ginchiest. 
.JANE LOWRY - Come on, let's Twist Again. 
DOREEN MacPHAIL-Lover's Island. 
JOANNE McCALLUM-Can't Help Falling m 
Love. 
PAULETTE MARIER.- "Oh cut it or be quiet." 
MARLENE PETERS-"When I Fall in Love." 
MARGARET PHILPOT - " Dreamin, I'm just 
dream in." 
BILL POPP- Hey Boo Boo. 
ROBBIE RADI GAN- Dreamy Blue Eyes. 
LINDA SLOBODENUK- Hey, wait for me. 
ALLEN S IYDER- Mickey Mouse club member. 
VIRGINIA SODAITIS-On the wings of a snow 
white dove. 
BOB STEWART- Wise men say "only fools rush in." 
Let's run. 
DICK VAN VROUWERFF- Flying Dutchman. 
WARRE WR.IGHT- Steppin' in Fred's tracks (I 
beat Ya 75) . 
MARIL WISEMAN- I understand "Bob." 
MRS. MONGER- Did you enjoy it class? 
9E 
Bock Row: John Basich, Louis Simprogo, 
Bob Anderson, Ron Carriere, Orest 
Podolsky, Ray Simrok, Tom Janick, Art 
Tupper , Bob Haywood, David Ryon. 
Middle Row, Gerard loncop, lorry Lamp-
hier., Linda Keane, Marilyn Bardsley, 
Claudette Kehl, Adele Yomko, Sandy 
O lteon, Christine Hayes, Bevedy 
Geor9e, Julie Ann Lechowicz, Sharon 
Zopp10, Lindo Stewart, Grant Temple, 
Jim Pegg. 
fr9nt R9w; Adele Mohoits, Shelley Dim-
mick, Bonnie Rudok, Pot Delong, Mr. 
Russell, Jeon Wilson, Bonnie Corr, J udy 
Welch, Lorraine Gunn. 
Absent: Judy Norwood. 
9G 
Bac·k Row: Robert Stamp, Wayne Carson, 
Gory Fleming, Pou! Shulgor, Don Cyr, 
Rhys Popp, Keith Beck, Brion Bigelow, 
Tony Stevens, Doug I as Edwards, Don 
Morgan, Alan Magda, Ken Woshbrooke. 
Middle Row: Jim Landry, Don Abrosh, 
~~sn:'k9~i;n~h~cra r;0 1'r~~i~~t1, ~ :ie0en.; 
Markle, Mary Kelc~. Susan Rider, lyndo 
Macleod, John Pere, Paul Rossi. 
Front Row: Kathy Thompson, Colleen 
Kennedy, Judy.Ann Bisnett, Jane Brock-
ell, Mr. Sparling, Marnie Jenkins, 




Bock Row: Peter Minnis, Ronald Joyal, 
Fronk Reis, Beyon Heod, WtJyYl6 BltJir, 
David Goebel, Ed Horor, Gorden 
McKenzie, Bob Luke, Bob Whitson, 
Jomes Kalyn. 
Middle Row: Fred Kollen, Marion Lustig, 
~::l:,8 :i;t,h,H~lce ~~kfe~attJ:;:,,Mf,~~~ 
Tranter, Sharon Fiddes, Billy Hoger, 
Som Riccondi. 
Front Row: Onorio Vona, Mary Duga l, 
Gloria Myers, Sondra Heinerman, Mr. 
Thomas, Patricia Kupka, Anita Tremb-
lay, Retha Dewey, Sue Beatty. 
Absent: Ted Chaplinsk i. 
9F 
Bock Row: William Hewit t, Eli Acomoic, 
Deon Derbyshire, Morris Koiody, Brian 
lodge, Clive Bowser, Ro bert McCollum, 
Nick Spoiola, Jock Dilevo. 
Middle Row, Allred iiolohon, Joe Palko, 
Mory Mack ay, Yvonne fal.l teu.x, 
Marjorie Benkendorf, Joyce Mor tin, Ruth 
Heortifield , Lindo Cobo, Sofie W ozniak, 
Jim Dell, Bruce Gold. 
Front Row: Judy Oldenziel, Mory Lepera, 
Borbora Beckett, Mr. M. Young, Linda 
Anderson, Patricia Simon, Bonnie Bra nd, 
Madeline Meneguui. 
Absent: Charles Larkin, Jerome Major, 
Lorenza Derby, Mory Fronce. 
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN C-lOA IF: 
f1 JOA CAROL A.-Broke up with Ron? fr SANDRA A-Didn't have her home-
work? 
~1ARGOT A.- Stoppcd wondering about Jim? 
GERALDINE B.- Didn't walk with Cheryl to class? 
CA ROL B.-Forgot to do her shorthand? 
SANDY B.- Didn't talk to George every morning? 
CECILE C.- Ever stopped smiling? 
DOLORES D.-Got 100 in spelling? 
JOA I D.- Missed swimming? 
DIANNE D.- Got caught with her radio on m 
Library? 
DONNA E.- Was prepared for History? 
CHERYL E.- Had long black hair? 
JEAN F.- Didn't have a cold? 
DAR.LE E G.-Wasn't always thinking of Larry? 
JANIS G.- Didn't talk so loud? 
SHARRON G.-Didn't stop breaking up with Bob? 
BON1 IE G.- Stopped being teacher's pet? 
BETTE H.- Didn't read library books in English? 
GAIL !.- Stopped combing her hair before class? 
DOLORES K.- Didn't know all the guys from 
Corpus Christi? 
JEi NI FER L.-Ever caught the ball in gym? 
LILA M.- Didn't braid her hair in History? 
EDNA M.-Didn't look so lost in History? 
KAREN M.- Ran out of excuses? 
THERESA M.-Stopped thinking of W . .J.? 
MARY ANN P.- Wasn't so spic and span on inspec-
tion day? 
BETTY R.- Stopped moaning about no swimming? 
CAROL R.-Stopped sending notes to E.M. 
ELIZABETH S.- Stopped doing shorthand m 
English? 
SYLVIA S.- Didn't walk to school with a certain 
grade 10? 
JUDY S.- Didn't have a grade 12 boy flip over her? 
PAT S.-Couldn't read shorthand? 
JOAN T.-Didn't dream of Jon in school? 
JOYCE T.- Ever came to school with straight hair? 
DOREEN T.- Wouldn't be so quiet in her classes? 
SHIRLEY W.-Wouldn't rush to the Bun at noon? 
JO-ANNE Z.- Ever wore the same thing twice? 
MR. MARCH INI-Stopped being the greatest 
teacher? 
C-108 IN TEN YEARS 
f1-10B BRIAN H.- An under-aged pool shark. \J GORDON H.-"Mr. Windsor." 
GEORGE H.- Trying to beat BROTHER 
CORDON in shorthand. 
JOHN McCALL-Author of Best Seller: "How I 
drove Mr. A. C. Brown Crazy." 
JIM 0.- Head Hot-Rodder of the Nomads. 
JOHN 1.-ALL-STAR tackle for Lions. 
Yl:ITCHEL M.- Hooray!! I passed!! 
DAVE G.- Head Sampler at Hiram Walker's. 
GORD H.- Guiding misguided tomatoes through 
Heinz's. 
9 j MISS ALLISON - Itsy Bitsy Teeny Jl Weeny purple gym suit. SHARRON KECK-The Miss Clairol 
question-does she or doesn't she? 
~ANCY A.- Good things come in small packages. 
HEATHER ANDERSON- The only one who will 
laugh at Linda H's jokes. 
JOA:'{ T\VERDUM-Sisterly love comes in handy. 
LI~DA HUYiPHREY- "Don't rush things." 
IRENE McT A VISH- She's up and she's down, Oh 
well that's life. 
JANET R.- Absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
DOROTHY HERON- Better watch out, better not 
shout, or at 4: 00 you'll be the last one out. 
JUDY SILVERSTEIN- Her laugh sounds like two 
l838's takin~ off at once. 
SYLVIA SZER YK-Spends the first 5 days of the 
week planning the last 2. 
SANDRA S.- If at first you don't succeed it isn't 
worth it. 
LINDA MOWRY-Someday she'll forget her 11 :00 
snack and starve until lunch. 
DARLENE S.-What would we do without her? 
listening to her talk? 
MARI.JEAN STEWART-Usually seen obstructing 
traffic by leaving herself all over the stairs. 
SANDRA THOMAS-Will our ears ever get tired of 
lisaening to her talk? 
MARILYN LINDSAY- Seen but not heard. 
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KEN H.- T ying knots in the ends of salamies. 
FRED H.- Macaroni cutter at Spaghetti house. 
RODGER P.- Kecping Our City Clean, 
BERNIE D. - Manufacturing chocolate covered 
"Sunflower Seeds." 
JACK T.-Owning his own "Used Shoe Store." 
MIKE P.-To be called "BIG BAD MIKE." 
J IM ST. P.- To become a SAINT. He hopes. 
ROSS ABBEY- Trying to figure out what girls are. 
KEN W.-Trying to tell Ross. How would he know? 
MR. SAFFRAN- To wake up C-lOB before 3:30. 
RALPH THOMAS-Stop aggravating Sandra. 
JOE STEWART- What does he keep in that big 
brief case besides school books? 
BOB McARTHUR- 9A's gift to the women. 
DAVID B.-One Yankee we don't want to ~o home. 
DAVID N.- \\'hy does P.C. call you cuddles? 
MAT BROWN-Children should be seen and not 
heard. 
DOUG ANDREWS-Strong, silent type. 
RON ALLISO~-"Kookie, lend me your comb." 
ROBERT BANDA-The idol of innocence but he 
always seems to get caught. 
STEVE COX-Can you do the swan dive yet? 
MIKE GRAHAM-If you ever need a haircut in a 
hurry Mr. Young is always willing. 
ALLAN SCASE-Ambition is to be a ballet dancer. 
NEIL CONSECTION-Ambition is to run the cocoa 
puff train on T.V. 
BARRY CAN JERE-Ambition- a hair stylist. 
RON PACKER- Leads the class around with his 
squeeky shoes. 
ED MULA WKA- Always spying on someone. 
GORDON PADMOUS-He has a real sharp crew 
cut but I heard he almost cut himself fatally while 
he was combing it the other day. 
ROSE SIRIANNI- Is like a revolving door- always 
turning around. 
MARGRET DE MARTIN-Need we say more? 
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Back Row: Richard lacy, Douglas Green, 
Jeff Nicholl, Peter Starn ichuk, John 
Vizynski, Tim Mcleod, Randy Brown, 
Brian Langdown, Ross McDonald, Alfred 
Dumouchelle, Tommy Sprogue. 
Middle Row: Lorry Nolan, Roy Anderson, 
Cliff Brouyetter, Margaret Seaborn, 
Lynda Fallon, Celia Boker, Judy Perci-
val, Jayne Kenny, Linda Thompson, 
Richard Easton, David Corter, Rolph 
Wild. 
Front Row: Elizabeth Mooney, Koren 
Gienow, Patricio Green, Judy Mereshko, 
Mr. W. Young, Cheryle Jewhurst, Lindo 
Tymor, Suson MacDonald, Janet Green. 
9H 
Bock Row: John Sgronulli, John McRobb, 
Wayne Ritchie, Bruce Horrost, Michael 
laRonde, Terry Proctor, Jonathon 
Elcombe, Brian Mepham, Joe Fuduric, 
G@orge Cojocor, William Rosik, Michael 
Chesleo, Ben Zajac. 
Middle Row: Christopher Riley, Jomes 
Ashwell, Gory Hyrnyk, Sheila Secord, 
Beverly Perritt, Anne Ovff, Irene 
Sladanowski, Judy Lorimer, Kerry 
Sheehy, Bob Saunders, Robert Jershy, 
Jerry Rokus. 
Front Row: Donna Wright, Gail Thornton, 
Sharon Mereshko, Carol lndieoski, Mr. 
Orr, Ivana Zega, Rose Blumhogel, 
Barbara King, Donna layman. 
Absent: Mitchell Browing. 
9J 
Bock Row: John Vocrotsis, Ion Mcleod, 
Richard Reader, David Posikov, Dennis 
Strokon, Colin Bradley, Ken Copeman, 
Neil Wright, John Maclennan, Rick 
Bowey, Barry Spooner, Rondy Trofin, 
Jim Klipa. 
Middle Row, Joy Haddad, Jim Fl~tcher, 
Kim Groybiel, Faith Baldwin, Eva Kol-
man, Mary Clark, Connie Horton, Irene 
Pawlawich, Kathy Cernavskas, Carol 
Ashwell, Mory Anderson, Art Lyon, 
Colin Tonner, Sydney Girling. 
Front Row: Kathy Seagull, Catherine 
Meonwell, Linda Pelton, Mary Winter· 
burn, Mr. Karcz, Elizabeth Clark, Sue 
Collard, Louro Cory, Donna Storuck. 
Absent: Sharon Heinermon. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 98 IF: 
9n JUDY BALSDON- Ever answered a math question right. RON IE CORCHIS- Ever came to 
business practice. 
LEE HOWE-Didn't come to school every Monday 
morning with a cold. 
ANN LEWANDOWSKI- H ad the shortest name m 
the class. 
CAROL JONES-Didn't have a birds nest hair do. 
ROSA FASULO - Was a cover-girl for Mad 
magazine. 
LI DA WILLIS-Ever hooked R.M. 
ALICE KER TISKY-Was in an all-boys' class. 
CYNTHIA SPENCE-Could spell. 
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NANCY SOKOLIK- Ever left C.L.'s side. 
LINDA PRETZLA V- Ever cracked a smile. 
KA THY McGOW - Ever passed French. 
LINDA RYDER- Ever took her library books back. 
LESLIE RYDER- Could FIND her library books. 
PAT BURDE 'S books ever stayed in her locker, not 
all over the hall. 
CATHY LA 1DEGO-Didn't beat Rommele in 
French. 
LORNE $.- Stopped smiling. 
WAYNE S.-Was the shortest boy in the class. 
GREG S.- Didn't get a perm every week. 
Continued on page 80 
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--
10 YEARS FROM NOW 
9f1 LISETTE BOUCHARD - Woman ex-lJ ecutive to a well-known author. OA VID COCKERHAM- Pea-shooter ex-
pert and Elvis combined. 
LINDA CROSSLEY- On her way up (in elevator) . 
RICHARD DOHERTY- Expert in forgetting 
(homework) . 
ARNOLD DORION-Genius in nothing. 
ALAN DUPUIS-Home plumber. 
BRIAN DZIVER-Composer of nonsense. 
TWYLA DZIVER- Marble champ of Sandwich 
East. 
MIKE EREMIC- Bottle designer for Hiram Wal-
ker's. 
BARBARA FOREMAN- Ballet instructor. 
THOMAS GELINAS-Future Elliot Ness. 
ELLA HAMMER.MEISTER- Miss Windsor. 
BEVERLY KING-Health Instructor. 
JOE LENDORF- Mechanical brain (with loose 
bolts) . 
PAUL LOVE- Basketball Star. 
ALLYSON McCALL-Good archer ( shooting for 
the top) . 
PAT McFARLANE-Man Hunt. 
JOSEPHINE MANCINI- President of Hula Hoop 
factory. 
LORRAINE MANIACCO- The stand up (in chair 
factory ) . 
ROBERT MENCEL-Intelligent nut on cars and 
school. 
LORRAINE MONK-A-Jax commercialist. 
JOHN PASK- Going to clean up! (in bakery) . 
ALAN ROGERS- Fixing loose nuts and bolts. 
CAROLE SCOTI- A regular telegrapher. 
VIOLET SIMPRAGA- Tall tale inventor. 
ARTHUR STEWART- Star and envy of girls. 
ROBERT TAYLOR-Clhief squirt in pop factory. 
SHIRLEY TWERDUN- President of Puis. 
ANGELA VITELLA- Chief pizza chef. 
ALAN WELLS-His hero is Al (Capone) . 
FRED WORBY- Hero in army. 
PAT YEO- Muscle everywhere ( and headweights) . 
DALE YOUNG- Queen of baby land. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 90 IF: 
ANO RIA V AZZA- Didn't like two boys. 
(B.H. & B.L. ) 
BOB LUKE-Wasn' t a bigshot. 90 
BR YA HEAD- Didn' t wink at all the girls. 
\ VA YNE BLAIR- Had to walk to school. 
TRUDY TRA TER'S boyfriends met. 
RITHA DEWEY- Wasn't 6' l" in her stocking feet 
and still growing. 
BARBARA HILL-Hadn't written a certain letter. 
DAR.LE E NEVEU- Lost her brown boots. 
~ARY HELE DUGAL-Stopped biting her 
finger-nails. 
PATRICIA KU PKO- Wasn't so pretty. 
JOYCE MATSIJASEVIC- Didn't always eat with 
the boys. (B.H. & P.M.) 
SUE BEATTY- Passed in Math. 
LOUISE BURCH- Vlasn't always fighting with 
Dave G. 
DAVE GOEBEL-Wore a different sweater. 
SAM RICCAND- Grew a couple of inches. 
ANITA 'TREMBLAY- Didn' t skip class to see a 
certain boy. (J.B. ) 
JAMES KALYN-Wasn't forced to our Agora rep. 
BOB WHITSON- Could see through his hair. 
FRED KOLLER- Didn't like a certain G.M. 
GLORIA MYERS-Stood up Fred. 
FRANK REIS-Hadn't worn bright green slacks. 
SANDY HEINER.MAN- Didn't read books about 
dating. 
GORDON McKE1 ZIE-Heard himself laugh. 
MARION LUSTIG-Didn't like TALL girls. 
PETER MI IS-Still played skip with the girls. 
EDDIE HOR.AR- Sold some football tickets to 90. 
RON JOYAL-Learned his manners at Assumption. 
SHARON FIDDES-Started to go around with B.H. 
TED CHAPLINSKI- Looked in a mirror. 
MR. THOMAS-Wasn't always in Miss Logan's 
room. 
MIKI PAILLEFER- Hadn't come to Walkerville. 
PAT COPPEL--Didn't like a certain M.R. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 9E IF: 
9E CHRISTINE H.-Ever answered a ques-tion? RON C.- Didn't try to get out of Gym? 
OR.EST P.-Was a draftsman? 
BONNIE C.- Liked Ted T.? 
ART T.-Could play basketball? 
PAT D.- Didn't wear yellow socks with cross garter-
ing? 
JUDY W.- Didn't talk in English? 
LARRY L.- Was all muscle? 
BEVERLY G.- Spoke loudly? 
SHELLY D.- Was the noisiest one in the class? 
JEAN W.-Ever forgot her name? 
GRANT T.- Ever was early? 
LINDA K.- Didn't play the ukelele? 
MARILYN B.- Answered a question in French 
period? 
JUDY N.--Went back to South Africa? 
JIM B.- Answered a question in English? 
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JOHN B.- Finished his screw driver? 
BOB H.- Ever combed his hair? 
TOM T.- Failed Art? 
JULIE A IN L.- Didn' t blush? 
GERALD L.- Didn't test the diving board before 
diving? 
JIM P.- Didn't fool around in English? 
RAY S.- Got his pen back from Bob H? 
CLAUDETTE K.- Wasn' t the one who always 
answered the teacher's questions? 
LORRAINE G.- Wasn't the silent type? 
SANDY 0 .- Ever became a Kindergarten teacher? 
ADELE Y.- Was a Math teacher? 
LINDA S.- Wasn't the milk girl? 
BONNIE R.-Didn't like Arnie D.? 
SHARON Z.- Talked? 
ADELE M.- Ever wrote out her French vocabu-
laries? 
LOUIS $.- Didn't smile? 
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WHAT WOULD 9F BE LIKE IF: 
9F ELI A.- Wasn't popular because of his looks? LINDA A.- Didn' t giggle so much in 
French? 
BARB B.- Wasn't "Bubbles" at the "Bun?" 
MARGORIE B.- Came in before the three-minute 
bell? 
AL B.- \f\' as too tall? 
OLIVE B.- Cut that long forelock? 
BONNIE B.- Didn' t take the class by a storm when 
she sneezed? 
LINDA C.- Wasn't so nice to everyone? 
JIM D.- Wasn' t such an ambitious paper-boy? 
LORENZA D.- Wasn't trying so hard? 
DEAN D.- Didn't have "dimples and all?" 
JACK D.- Minded his own business? 
YVONNE F.- Didn't get Judy 0. in trouble by 
changing books? 
MARY F.- Wasn' t always talking about Carmen? 
( or some other guy) . 
BRUCE G.- Wasn' t so quiet? 
RUTH H.-Didn't ask for lipstick? 
BILL H.- Didn' t try, try, try again? (basketball ) . 
MORRIS K.- Wasn't the strong, silent type? 
CHARLIE L.- Wasn' t the biggest fan of the Cigar-
ette World? 
MARY L.- Wasn't a big, big fan of 'Ronny and the 
Vibratones' ? 
BR YON L.- Never thought the girls weren't talking 
about him? 
MARY M.- Didn' t like a certain 'Kissin Cousin' ? 
BOB M.- Wasn't in grade 9 for three years? 
JERRY M.- Tried to work? 
JOYCE M.- Wasn't wild about a certain guy? (but 
hasn't got him yet) . 
MADELINE M.- Learned to swim like a fish? 
JUDY 0.- Wasn't blushing because of J.P.? 
JOE P.- Wasn't dark and handsome, but too short? 
BRIAN R.- Could learn some work? 
PAT S.- W as away when her mother knew it? 
NICK S.-Wasn't an Athlete (keep it up, Nick?) 
SOFIE W.- Stopped saying, "get outa my life!" 
SANTINA Z.-Didn't like a certain guy at Lowe 
Tech? (B.C.) 
MR. MARTIN YOUNG-Didn't have a sense of 
humour. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 9G IF: 
9G Mr. SPARLING-Ever left his briefcase behind. DON A.-Got to be president of the 
Charles Atlas Club. 
FAYE A.-Cut her hair. 
JUDY-ANN B.- Volunteered an answer in Math. 
MARNIE J.- Lost her freckles. 
JOANNE P.- Broke up with J.P. 
JANIE B.- Forgot all her French. 
KEN W.- Decided to write out his French Vocab. 
mistakes. 
GARY F .- Could read poetry without laughing. 
DONNIE M.- Ever got stuck on a Math problem. 
BRIAN B.- Talked out in class. 
ALLAN M.- Lost the frog in his throat. 
WAYNE C.- Didn' t have cleats on his shoes. 
H OLLY L.- Grew. 
LINDA M.-Got one more mark in Science-100%. 
KA THY T.- Ever stopped being boy-crazy. 
MARY K.- Stopped using sign language when she 
answers questions. 
COLLEEN M.- Got tired of Science excursions. 
COLLEEN K.-Broke up with T.T. 
RHYS P.- Stopped getting wise-cracks about his 
name. 
JIM L.-Ever took his foot out of his drawer m 
Science. 
TONY S.- Ever caught up on his History notes. 
J OHN P.- Ever sat up in his desk. 
PAUL R.- Ever stopped being a two-dab man. 
NANCY T.-Ever stopped wearing his ring. 
IRIS W.- Ever stopped chewing gum. 
DON C.-Ever stopped making passes at the girls. 
BOB S.- Ever lost the blond streak in his hair. 
KEITH B.-Ever stopped lending his book to Faye. 
PAUL S.- Ever stopped bossing the little kids around. 
JUDY W.-Ever stopped talking. 
SUSAN R.- Ever ate lunch at school. 
DOUG E.-Ever kept quiet during French. 
LORETTO C.- Ever argued with anyone. 
ANN K.-Ever answered a literature question with 
one sentence. 
WHAT WOULD 9H BE LIKE IF: 
9H 
classes. 
J IM A.- Wasn't out of this world. 
ROSE B.- Was in bloom. 
MITCHELL B.- Was never late for 
MIKE C.- Wasn' t called "Chestnut." 
GEORGE C.- Everybody called him "Humpty." 
ANNE D.-Stopped wearing green on Thursday. 
JON E.- Was five feet tall. 
J OE F.- Wasn't in love with himself. 
GARY H.- Wasn't so tall, dark and scrawny. 
CAROL I.- Went on a diet. 
ROBERT J.- Ever stopped laughing at George. 
BARBARA K.- Learned how to play her instrument. 
DONNA L.- Had a temper to match her hair. 
J UDY L.- Was any quieter. 
MIKE L.-Got a brushcut. 
JOHN M.- Didn' t get a permanent every week. 
SHARON M.- Agreed with her teachers. 
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TERRY P.- Was Charles Atlas II. 
BEVERLEY P.-Never got the giggles. 
CHRIS•R.- Decided to grow. 
WAYNE R.-Was put in an all-girls class. 
BILL R.- Became an honour student. 
BOB S.-Never got scales from Mr. Curry. 
IRENE S.- Got 99% in French. 
JOHN S.- Didn't laugh. 
SHEILA S.- Failed her year. 
KERRY S.-Didn't have a secret flame. 
GAIL T.- Never got herself into "hot water." 
DONNA W.- Never stopped blushing. 
BEN Z.- Wasn' t so boisterous. 
IV ANNA Z.- Didn't taJk to herself in class. 
TERRY R.- Was Miss Logan's worst student. 
MR. ORR- Said that 9H was the smartest math 
class of all the grade 9's. 
BRIAN M.- Got along with Mr. A. 
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WHAT WOULD 91 BE LIKE IF: 
9 I RAY A.- Wasn't a genius? RICHARD E.- Didn't say "Ha! Ha!" DOUG G.- Beat his sister's marks. 
RICHARD L.- Took an interest in girls. 
BETTY M.- Had never liked D.B. 
LINDA T.- Didn't tell jokes. 
JAYNE K.- Didn' t like a certain B.M. 
JUDY M.- Didn't have that cute little smile. 
CHERYL J.- Wasn't so little and likeable. 
LYNDA F.- Didn' t like Ron Shulgan. 
JUDY P.- Didn't have anything to tell Kerry. 
PATTI G.- Wasn't the athletic type. 
SUSAN M.- Liked boys. 
MARGARET S.- Was as short as a certain R.W. 
KAREN G.- Spoke louder. 
LINDA R.- Asked some questions. 
JANET G.- Didn't get 99% in everything. 
PETER S.- Smiled more. 
BRIAN L.- Didn't blush. 
TOMMY S.- Didn't know anything in Science. 
ROSS M.- Didn' t have blonde hair and wasn't shy. 
RALPH W.-Sat somewhere else in French. 
LARRY N.- Had a neat locker. 
RANDY B.-Got lOOo/o in French. 
JEFF N.- Didn't speak up in French. 
ALFRED D.- Didn't have red hair. 
CLIFF B.- Wasn't so quiet and calm. 
JOHN N.- Wasn't the hidden brain. 
DAVE C.- Ever failed Social. 
TIM M.- Was 4' 5". 
WOULD 9J BE THE SAME IF: 
9J CATHERINE MEANWELL - Didn't have a honey. KATHY SEAGULL-Could fly. 
FAITH BALDWIN- (alias Hopalong) didn' t have 
her daily bout with Mr. Young. 
CAROL ASHWELL-Wrote a composition entitled 
"My Friend Mr. Altemeyer." 
MARY W.- Didn' t use a route past Grade 13 lockcrs. 
KATHY CERNAUSKAS- Couldn't twist. 
MARY CLARK- Shopped at Birks. 
LINDA P.- Didn't have Mary open her pickle pack-
ages. 
EVA "ANDIE" KALMAN- Didn't run a lunch-
hour trading post for dessert exchanging. 
ELIZABETH C.- Didn' t have her faithful friend. 
IRENE PA WLOWICH- Didn't fight with Sharon. 
SHARON HEINER.MAN- Didn' t say, "But Sir! I 
was just borrowing a book!" 
SUE CALLA RD- Still had long hair in pigtails. 
DONNA S.- Didn't have that hidden Iii' smile! 
LAURA CORY- Didn't have such big beautiful eyes. 
CONNIE HORTON-Wore sneakers. 
BARRY S.- Didn't forget his book in English. 
KEN COPEMAN-Was separated from Neil W. 
KIM GRA YBIEL-Wasn't a superb genius. 
Compliments of 
R. W. MEANWELL & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNT ANTS 
SEARY'S FLOWERS & 
GIFTS LTD. 
1326 OTTAWA ST. - WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Cl 3-3517 
FOR BETTER FURNITURE 
see 
TEPPERMAN"S 
1214 OTTAWA ST. - WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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COLIN B.- Wore his leopard shirt more often. 
COLIN TANNER- Wasn't a fish's best friend. 
JAY H.- Didn' t like the products of our G.A.A. 
RICHARD READER- Slid the slide off his slide 
trombone. 
IAN McLEOD- Refused to answer a question. 
DENNIS STROKON- Wasn't the Kookie of our 
History class. 
JOHN VACRATSIS-Party arranger (Art's house) . 
JOHN MacLENNAN- Had privacy "clans la salle de 
bain." 
JIM FLETCHER- Was taller than E.K. 
SYDNEY G.-Could forget his true love-cars! 
ART LYON-(alias Jelly-belly) wasn't 9J's future 
director-producer on Broadway. 
RONDY TROFIN-Didn't give wild parties. 
JIM K.-Didn' t pop his eyeballs blowing the trumpet. 
RICK BOWEY- Didn't play a jazzy sax. 
DAVID PASIKOV- Wore his raccoon coat to a 
football game. 
NEIL WRIGHT- Was bald. 
MR. KARCZ-Didn't say, "now, according to the 
experts ... " 
MARY ANDERSON-Wore her hair in a pixie. 
C ompliments of 
UNION GAS COMPANY 







































TRAINING ·FOR BUSINESS 
Whether business or 'academic preparation is your background, 
you will probably benefit richly from one of our SECRETARIAL, 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING or CLERICAL 
COURSES • •• Here are practical, useful benefits which all of our 
students enioy: 
• CAREER-ORIENTED PROGRAMME 
e ACCELERATED INSTRUCTION 
• COLLEGE-GRADE STUDENT BODY 
e EXPERIENCED STAFF 
e MODERN CLASSROOMS AND E(i)UIPMENT 
e FREE JOB PLACEMENT 
Are these benefits the benefits you seek ? 
ONE WAY TO DECIDE IS TO ASK FOR MORE FACTS, 
PHONE OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE, WITHOUT OBLIGATION. 
Windsor Business College 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 709 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • 
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ZALEV BROTHERS LTD. 
Sidney F. Katzman Charles Zalev 
-- ••••• .-+, ••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
RENNIE'S MUSIC 
138 LONDON STREET WEST 
0 jJ posite Capitol Theatre 
CONN 
America's Finest Electronic Organ 
Musical Instruments 
Complete Line of Accessories and Parts 
The Most Modern Repair Department iri 
Canada 
. ..................................... ' .... . 
MEIKAR ROOFING LTD. 
27 48 Seminole Windsor 
CONTRACTORS and SERVICE 
All Home Improvements 
OFFICE 
WH 5-6325 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .................................. . 
FINE IMPORTED CLOTHING 
IlRITI SH WOOLENS 
CHUCK HOLMES 
CUSTOM CLOTHING 
1501 Tecumseh Road Eost at Gladstone 













Mary K. Rhys P. 
Colleen K. Holly L. 
Susan R. Paul R. 
.Jim L. Paul S. 
Lynda M. Doug E. 
Allan M. Tony S. 
Colleen M. Bob S. 
Don M. Iris W. 
Joanne P. Nancy T. 
Kathy T. Kenny W. 










WELLES-WAYNE SCHOOL BUSES 
PARCEL DELIVERY AND MILK BODIES 
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WALTER D. KELLY 
FUNERAL HOME 
LIMITED 
1969 Wyandotte Street East, Devonshire Road 
WALKERVILLE 
* 
DIAL CL 3-2333 




with that exclusive ... 
LINDA BROOKS LOOK ... 
No other field offers you so much. 
A high income right from the 
start. Your choice of wonderful 
positions as a respected, well re-
warded beautician. And an ex-
citing new social life as well. 
But you need the training that no 
ordinary beauty culture school 
can offer you. You need the vital 
"extra" of Linda Brooks Charm 
and Beauty Training as well as 
the standard beauticians' training. 
Ours is the only school in this area 
selected to offer the famous Linda 
Brooks Charm Training in con-
junction with our complete beauty 
culture course. 
FOR SOCIAL SUCCESS AS WELL AS 
SECURITY-CALL, WRITE OR VISIT 
Windsor Beauty Culture School 
831 University Ave. West Windsor, Ont. 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
....... ._ ...................................... ........... .. ............ _ ... -+-4 __ ......... .._ ...................... ~>-+i: 
' 
... Unlimited 
Recognition for a job well done comes 
quickly in the B of M today. Young bankers 
are encouraged to seek promotion - to pro-
gress just as quickly as training, experience 
and ability will allow ... there is opportu-
nity unlimited in this rapidly-expanding 
organization for young men and women. 
Why not find out what it would be like 
to become a member of Canada's First 
Bank? ... Simply drop a line to the Staff 
Department, Bank of Montreal, P.O. Box 
6002, Montreal, and ask for a copy of 
"Career Opportunities at Canada's First 
Bank". Or, if you pref er, call at your nearest 
B of M branch for a copy. The1·e is no obli-
gation, except to yourself. 
Walkerville Branch: E. F. WHITE, Manager 
Walker Road Branch: R.. A. PURTON, Manager 
WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1817 
........ .......................................... .. .............................. 
Compliments of 
WINDSOR AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION 
,..... .................................................................................. . 





309 ELLIS AVENUE 
WINDSOR 
) • • I I I I I I I I • I • I I I I I o I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I 





THE SALVATION ARMY 
* 
Grace Hospital School of Nursing 
Windsor, Ontario 
offers a three year course in 
NURSING EDUCATION 
Qualifying for Ontario 
Registration Examinations 
No tuition fee. Monthly stipend 
Modern Residence accommodation in the 
School of Nursing Building with excellent 
teaching facilities. Special affiliations. 
Applications are now being received 
for the September 1962 class. 
I n/ ormation may be secured from 
DIRECTOR OF NURSING 





640 CHILVER ROAD 
Telephone 2-4830 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
* 
Res. Harry Monks 
2079 Devonshire Court 
CL 3-7079 
.............................................................................. ' 
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MARTIN DRUG STORE 
OTTAWA STREET - WALKERVILLE 
Phone CL 4-1076 
* 
FOR FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE SHOP AT 
YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD IDA DRUG STORE 
_.......,......_ • I e e I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
in QUALITY and SERVICE ' 
2.o19.ol RIVERSIDE DRIVE Ea,t Phone: Cl 2- 72.ol I 
*Ready-Mix Concrete *Concrete Blocks 
*All Your Building Requirements 
I 
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This Blank Space Contains 




•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• 
A Prescription For Security 
To succeed in the business world of tcday and tomorrow you 
must adopt a personal code of acts and attitudes .. . Such as: 
i:{ Courtesy INSTEAD of sharp retorts 
i:{ Enthusiasm INSTEAD of listlessness 
i:{ Response INSTEAD of indifference 
i:{ Attention INSTEAD of neglect 
i:{ Patience INSTEAD of irritation 
i:{ Sincerity INSTEAD of sham 
i:{ Facts INSTEAD of argument 
i:{ Action INSTEAD of delay 
i:{ Help INSTEAD of hindrance 
i::[ Giving INSTEAD of getting 
THE PE OP LIE AT . .. 
Chrysler Corporation of Canada 
Limited 
VA LI ANT· P LYMOUT H - DODGE· CHRYS L ER• DO D GE A ND FARGO T R U CKS 
" WHEN ENGINEERING PUTS SOMETHING EX TRA INTO THE PRODUCT " 
•• •••••• ••••••••• •• •••• • ••••• •• ••••• ••••••••• ••• •• 
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D. W. JOLLY COMPANY LTD. 
103 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST, WINDSOR 
OFFICE MACHINES - SALES & SERVICE 
R entals-
A ll makes Standard and Portable T)1pewriters 
New Modern Open Year Round 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
GEORGE'S CONFECTIONERY 
Gifts and Souvenirs 
2482 Tecumseh Road East - WINDSOR, ONT. 
Phone WH 5-9851 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Compliments of 
A. H. BLACK JEWELLERS 
191 8 Wyandotte Street East 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '
Compliments of 
INTER-CITY TRUCK LINES LTD. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
COMPLIMENTS 
of 
R. P. SCHERER 
LIMITED 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
* 
Associate Plants 
SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND - DETROIT, 
MICHIGAN - BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 
EBERBACH, GERMANY - APRILIA, LATINA, 
ITALY. 
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R easonable Prices Free Estimates 
TIP TOP AUTO TRIM 
1571 MARENTETTE AVENUE 
All Makes of Cars R eupholstered 
SERV ICE and SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
G. Banks Phone 252-4116 A. H enderson 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SHOPPER'S PARKING GARAGE 
Operated by TUNNEL PARKING LTD. 
AAA - OML - CAA 
565 Dufferin Place Phone CL 2-4568 
Right across from the Tunnel Bus Entrance 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• +-
Phone CL 3-5936 
1912 Wyandotte Street, Walkerville 
A. J. STEPHENS & SON 
Wilbert G. Stephens 
SELECTED GOODYEAR TIRE DEALER 
Bicycles, J oycycles, A ccessories, Sporting Goods 
and Tire and Bicycle R epairing 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VIZZARDS MARKET 
MEAT and GROCERIES 
CL 4-1244 CL 4-2240 
W e Deliver 
•••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 
MARK CONSTRUCTION 
Our Home Office ... 
361 5 WALKER ROAD 
Phone 969-2190 
0. CASSARINI, President 
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EVERYTHING IN SPORTS 
VERN PILLSWORTH'S 
SPORTLAND 
37 University Avenue West CL 3-9092 
WINDSOR - ONTARIO 
I ••••••• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ++-• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 1 
BUY YOUR TYPEWRITER from 
A WALKERVILLE STORE, A WALKERVILLE GRAD 
JACK WHITLEY 12A 
Of /ice Equipment 
•••••• • • • e e e e e e e • • e e • • • e •• e • e e e e •••• e e O e • e ••• e e e • ••• e e • •• I e • • • •••• e •• e e ••• • 
Compliments of 
COPELAND'S BOOKSTORES 
485 Pelissier Street 1292 Lincoln Road 
1314 Wyandotte Street (Riverside, Ontario) 
2054 Wyandotte Street West -· ................................ . 
Compliments of 
GRA Y'S STORE 
1407 - 17 Ottawa Street 
CLOTHING - SHOES-DRYGOODS 
for the home and family 
DEMIC VARIETY CONF. 
896 LINCOLN 
CL 6-7343 
I •• • • e • e • • •••••• • • • • •••• • • • • • •••• e • • •• 
GORDNER & PASIKOV FURS 
LTD. 
1525 Ottawa Street Windsor, Ontario 
T HE H OUSE OF QUALITY 
CL 3-7862 Res. : CL 3-7968 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JEAN LORENZEN 
REAL ESTATE LTD. - REALTOR 
Specialists in Selling R esidential Properties 
R eal Estate and Insurance 
1201 University West Phone 252-7716 
) • ••••••••••• t •••••••• •••••• •••••••••• 
COMPLIMENTS 
HI-WAY GIFT & COFFEE SHOP 
Prop.: M. STECHEY 




493 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
Continued from page 68 
RICHARD L.- Stopped telling the class about his 
sister's romances. 
RADLEY M.-Got a princton. 
DENNIS R.- Ever co-operated in class. 
ROMMELL M.- Flunked French. 
JOHN ].-Stopped looking like an angel. 
BRADLEY M.-Stopped telling jokes m Miss 
Logan's room. 
MIKE P.- Stopped clowning m French. 
BOB B.-Took gym twice in a row. 
PAT F.- Stopped flirting with girls. 
M IKE C.- Caused a riot in History. 
ALLAN B.- Ever got a brush cut. 
DORSEY C.- Stopped making excuses to get out of 
class. 
DANNY W.- Ever stopped talking. 
PETE A.-Grew a little. 
FREEMAN R.- Liked ????? 
............................................ -+++-+ •• ························································ Page 80 BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
Compliments 
FROM A FRIEND 
l •• • •• •• • • •••• •• •••••• • •••• • •••••••••• 
GOOD CLOTHES DESERVE FINE CARE ... 
MASTER CLEANERS 
1249 Grand Morais West 
1 081 Ottawa Street 
YO 9 -3570 
Cl 3-6335 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Compliments of 
M.C.M. DAIRY BAR 
2005 Ottawa Street 
t t t t t t t t I t t t t t t t t t t t t t O I t O t t t t t t t t t t t t 
BEAUTY HAVEN Hair Stylists 
Scientific Permanent Waving 
Expert Hair Cutting, Tinting and Bleaching 
CL 4-5404 Evenings by Appointment 
2122 GLADSTONE AVENUE 
A few steps South of T ecumseh 





with ice-cold Coke! 
Soy "Coke" or " Coca•Colo"-both trade•marks 
meon the product of Coco-Colo Ltd.- the 
world's best•loved spark ling drink. 
BLUE AND WHIT E, 1962 
Compliments of 
BAILLIES MUSIC CENTRE 
CL 2-0369 320 Pelissier Street 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 
Compliments of 
NAPOLI RESTAURANT 
3991 Walker Road YO 9-3068 




Tecumseh at Gladstone 
WINDSOR CL 2-4170 CL 6-3436 
.............................................. 
TRANSISTOR RADIO ... $9.95 and ' up 
CREST HARDWARE 
1579 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST 
CL 2-7383 WINDSOR 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospital 
Windsor - Ontlario 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hospital, offers to 
qualified high school graduates a thre,e yeor course leading to 
eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Exominotions. 
This is one of the most progressive nurs.ing s.chools. in Ontario 
offering the newer program of education that is gradually being 
adopted by foremost schools in the province. 
PATTERN OF COURSE 
Two years nursing education (inc luding education experi~ 
ence in both doss room ond hospital words) followed by 
one year nursing internship. An ;allowance of $130.00 per 
month is given in the third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE 
No tuition fee. Books supplied by school 
Res.idence accommodation in modern school building with 
excellent living and teaching foci I ities. 
Well qualified teaching staff. 
Experience in al l major bronches of nursing. 
Opportunity for specia l ized experience in third year in 
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children' s Nursing. 
See School announcement re odmi ssion requirements. 
INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM .. , 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 
2240 Kildare Road, Wind sor 
Telephone CL 4-1855 
Page 81 
HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED 
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE 
270 ERIE STREET EAST AT McDOUGALL 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 





Mayor Michael Patrick 
Aldermen: 
MRS. C. H. MONTROSE 
J. ATKINSON 
W. C. RIGGS 
T. R. BROPHEY 
R. M. FULLER 
A. H. WEEKS 
H. C. PAILLEFER 
0. M. STONEHOCSE 
W. J. WHEELTON 
DR. ROY PERRY 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
••••••••••••• •• ••• ••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
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Canada needs young men and women of 
ambition and ability who want to build suc-
cessful, worth-while careers. Money invested in 
education, particularly at the university level, 
offers this opportunity and gives Canada a 
high return. 
Since it began six years ago, the General 
Motors Canadian Scholarship Programme has 
created opportunities for students who found 
lack of sufficient funds all that kept them from l 
a university education. Twenty-five scholarships 
are awarded each year and, to the present, 
more than 200 students have received awards 
ranging in value to $2,000 a year. 
The choice of one of 14 universities and of 
faculty rests entirely with the students and their 
ad visors. The GM Scholarship Programme also 
provides grants to the universities themselves 
to help maintain and improve the quality 
of education. 
The seven General Motors companies 
operating in Canada want to help deserving 
students develop their capabilities so that 
they can prepare for an important part in 
Canada's future . 
It is an investment we like. 
Applications for General Motors Scholarships should be 
directed to the Registrars or the following participating 
universities: The University <>/Toronto; the University of 
iVestern Ontario, London; Queen's University, Kingston: 
the Uni>'ersity of Montreal; the University of Manitoba, 
JVinnipeg; the Unfrersily of British Columbia, Vancouver: 
the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon; the University 
of Alberta, Edmonton; Dalhouslt Unirtrsity, Halifax; 
the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton; Laval 
Unfrtrsity, Quebec City; McGill University, Montrtal; 
Memorial University, St. John's, Newfoundland; and 
McMasttr University, Hamilton. 
GENERAL MOTORS 




THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ON YOUR SCHOOL'S FINE EFFORT 
IN PREPARING THIS EXCELLENT PUBLICATION 
it is a fine example of the truth that success in any venture means sound 
planning backed up by hard work and strict attention to detail 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICK 
GORDON H. FULLER, Chairman MALCOLM J. BRIAN, Vice-Chairman 
ROY R. HICKS WILLIAM ANDERSON 
J. E. TECKOE JR. , General Manager ]. F. COOK, Secretary-Treasurer 
....................................... .......................................... 
ROBBIE'S BEAUTY SHOP 
If your hair im't becoming to you 
you should be coming lo us 






WHEN YOU THINK OF FURNITURE 
think of 
BERNHARDTS FURNITURE LTD . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
BIG BOY DRIVE IN 





ST THOMAS ONTARIO CANADA 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
STUDENTS 
like to shop in Windsor's 
FAVORITE 
DEPARTMENT STORE .. . 
Bartlet Macdonald ond Gow Limited 
Ouellette Ave. at the river 
Dial CL 4-2551 Free Customer Parking 
STOREKEEPERS 
SINCE 1860 






Windsor • Merriton · Hamilton 
, ............................................................................ .. 
GABRIELLES SHOP OF BEAUTY 






................................ ' .... 
BORDER PATTERNS LTD. 
METAL PATTERN S 
CL 4-0143 
2547 Doty Place WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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PETER BLAK'S BAKERY 
WEDDING and BIRTHDAY CAKES 




, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t 








••••••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••• •••••••• 
Comj1liments of 
BYERS TRUCK AND 
TRAILER EQUIPMENT LTD. 
••••••••••••• ••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••• 
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ROBERTSON SERVICE 
BRAKE SERVICE AND LINE-UP 
PICK-UP AND DELIVER 
Continued from page 55 
DONNA ZAJAC- To own a pizza parlour. 
BARBARA LOSSING- Blush repellent. 
CAROLE STICKLEY- To be Beri Casey's assistant. 
NORMAN MILNE-A dog to walk with his dog 
while he keeps someone else company. 
DO L.- A holiday with anti-hepatitis pills. 
ALLAN PARKINS-Free writing lessons. 
EVELYN ONICA- A track record. 
STEVE KASU. -Money for the camera club. 
IVAN KERNISKY- Publication of "How I would 
restore my 32." 
DOREEN WHITLOCK- Two more spares a day. 
LINDA WOMACK- Lessons in art at Tech. 
IV AN SOROKA- A set of greaseless curlers. 
BOB MacLEOD- Autographs on his cast from the 
girls at the National. 
PAT McDONALD- To be Donna T 's type of guy. 







1565 W YANDOTTE STREET EAST 
Dry Goods 
YARD GOODS OUR SPECIALTY 
* 
MAKE IT YOURSELF A 1D SAVE 
BLUE AND WHITE , 1962 
Compliments of 
CENTRAL HARDWARE 
56 PITT STREET WEST 
CL 3-7375 
C.1.l. Paints - Gifts and Toys - Free Delivery 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
HUMPTY DUMPTY MOTEL 
Corner Highway No. 2 and Walker Road 
YO 9-4250 
A ir Conditioning Television 
Telephones Heated Swimming Pool 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ALLAN'S MEAT MARKET 
FREEZER PROVISIONERS 
1477 WYANDOTTE CL 4-4331 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ADELMAN'S 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
60-70 PITT STREET EAST 
CL 4-2581 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Compliments of 
LAURA'S FISH 'N CHIPS 
Chicken - Shrimp 
628 Gladstone Avenue CL 2-5833 
•••••• 
Complimenl.f of 
THE CHICKEN COURT 
535 PELISSIER - WINDSOR 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
HEATHER BELL FISH & CHIPS 
ITS T HE TASTE T HAT TELLS 
1991 OTTAWA - CL 2-3504 
••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• • 
SAM'S DEPT. STORE LTD. 
Featuring all the latest collegiate styles in 









867 WYANDOTTE STREET EAST 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
New Modern Open Y ear R ound 
AIR PORT MOTEL 
Phone 969-3710 
3775 Walker Road Windsor, Ontario 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LYMAN'S HI-FI CENTRE BABECHUK PHARMACY 
Cl 6-07 41 1501 DROUILLARD ROAD, WINDSOR 
1430 Tecumseh Road East Windsor, Ont. Phone WH 5-3336 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
E. J. PEKAR'S JACK'S CORNER STORE 
OTTAWA SHOE REPAIR 
AND HAT CLEANING 
1695 Ottawa Street CL 4-2236 
BLUE AND WHITE, 1962 
CL 3-2905 
1198 Monmouth at Ontario Windsor 
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INDEX TO ADVERTISING 
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Adelman'~ Dept. Store 
Airport Motel 





Baillics Music Cen.tre 
Bank of Montreal 






Black, A. H. 
Border Patterns 
Byers Truck & Trailer 
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Inter-Citv Truck Lines 
Ionic Clt;b 
J 
Jack's Corner Store 
Jean Lorenzen Real Estate 







Kelsey \,\'heel 76 
L 
Laura's Fish & Chips 87 
Lazare's Furs 80 
Lyman's Hi-Fi Centre 87 
M 
M.C.M. Dairy Bar 81 
Mark Const. 79 
Martin Drug Store 77 
Master Cleaners 81 
Mcanwell, R. W. 71 
Mcikar Roofing 73 
Metropolitan General Hospital 81 
Milan Pharmacy 5 
Milk Education Council 24 
Monk's Electric 76 
N 
Napoli Restaurant 81 
0 
Oltawa Shoe Repair 87 
p 
Peter Blak's Bakery 85 
Pickard's 29 
Pleasance Jewellers 73 
Philpott's Bakery 73 
R 
R.C.E.M.E. 39 
Rcnnie's Music Store 73 
Roberlson Service 86 
Robbies Beauty Salon 84 
R.O.T.P. 34 
s 
Salvation Army Grace Hospital 76 
Seed R., Plasterer 33 
Smceton, John 86 
Smith's 76 
Sam's Dept. Store 87 
Scherer. R. P. 79 
Seary's Flowers 71 
Sporlland 80 
Sterling Building Material 77 
Stephens & Son. A . .J. 79 
T 
Tepperman 's 














Walter D. Kelly Funeral Home 74 
Welles Corporation . 74 
Werners Shoes 29 
Whitley Typewriter 80 
V\lindsor Automobile 
Dealers' Association 75 
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Education Outside Back Cover 
Windsor Beauty Culture 
School 74 
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Windsor, City of . 82 
Windsor Utilities Commission 84 
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preparation for the work of lif-e 
Ford of Canada encourages young people in their search for education. Over the past 8 years. 
46 uni\'ersity scholarships have been awarded to the sons and daughters of employees. 
The young men and women chosen may select any approved college or university in Canada. 
Ford of Canada also helps support a numl:ier of youth programs. Teaching aids and educational 
motion pictures are made available to Canadian schools. In addition, Ford of Canada 
Dealers in many communities participate in High School driver education projects. We are proud 
to be associated with many educational activilies, because we believe that a sound education 
is the best preparation for the challenges and opportunities of the future. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 
60l0 
WINDSOR PUBLIC LIBRARY 
1111111111111111 · 
_.... .... ..___. _______ ......., ___ •••• • •• • • • • • , ............ T1536001660356 
For Reference 
WINDSOR BOARD Of EDU(A ·~ av~: Not Take From the Library 
tenders to the 
Students, Teachers and Principal 
WALKERVILLE COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
Its Congratulations 
on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments 
of the S~hool Year 1961-62 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1962 
Ward I.. .. . . ... .............. ................. .. K. C. Hortop, B.A., Chairman 
Ward 11......................... ........................ . . G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward 111 .............................................. H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.Sc. 
Ward IV ................................................................... G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
Ward V ................................... ....... ............. ......................... D. W. Gray 
SEP ARA TE SCHOOLS 
M. G. Brick, D.D.S. 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
' J. C. Lawler 
C. G. Sampson 
The Windsor Suburban District High School Board joins in congratulating 
those students from its area who are attending your school. 
'tt WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL i::( 
.... 
" et 
